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ABSTRACT
Symbiotic relationships occur on a spectrum from mutualistic to parasitic. Parasitism—
where one organism benefits greatly and the other is potentially harmed—is the most
common type of symbiosis found throughout the tree of life. Most of the well-studied
parasites have detrimental impacts on agriculture and human health as the causative
agents of disease. However, these pathogens do not represent the diversity of parasitism.
Most eukaryotic parasites have a photosynthetic ancestry but lost the ability to carry out
photosynthesis at some point in their transition to parasitism. These parasites have
undergone significant morphological and genomic changes as a result of their
parasitism—evolving mechanisms to enter host cells, genes to evade host defenses, and
losing redundant pathways.
But parasitic red algae are not like other parasites. Similar to other formerly
photosynthetic parasites, they are diminished in size and have reduced or entirely lost
pigmentation. However, their mechanism for entering host cells and close relationship to
their host makes them unique among parasites. Red algal parasites and their hosts are
members of the red algal class Florideophyceae, which is characterized by the presence
of pit connections—cytoplasmic connections between cells. The success and diversity of
red algal parasites may be due to the pre-existing mechanisms that facilitates their entry
into host cells. The majority of red algal parasites are categorized as neoplastic parasites
and infect a free-living red algal host within the same genus or a neighboring one. Even
the more distantly related archaeplastic parasites infect a host in the same family. This
close relationship has enabled direct comparisons between host and parasite to examine
the effects of parasitism—overcoming a major challenge to studying parasite evolution.

Since their discovery in the mid-19th century, red algal parasite research has mainly been
focused on the morphology of reproductively mature parasites and placing them
phylogenetically. This dissertation aimed to address the gaps in understanding the
evolutionary relationships between red algal parasite and their hosts, parasite
development, and the host response to infection.
Chapter two focused on unraveling the phylogenetic relationships between
members of the red algal parasitic genus Asterocolax and their hosts. Asterocolax is a
parasitic genus, housing red algal parasites that infect host species in the Phycodrys
group. Morphologically, these parasites are highly similar, but molecular data has shown
their repeated independent evolution. Phylogenetically, Asterocolax species, and
potentially many other parasites, resolve not within Asterocolax, but within the genera of
free-living red algae, often the same genus as their host. Our phylogenetic analysis of the
internal transcribed spacer region showed numerous independent evolutionary events
from a photosynthetic ancestor. In response, we carried out the first taxonomic revision
of an entire genus of parasitic red algae and proposed nomenclatural changes that would
better reflect their true phylogenetic position.
Chapter three and four used the red algal parasite Choreocolax polysiphoniae and
its host, Vertebrata lanosa, as a model system for exploring parasite development and the
host response to infection. A combined methodological approach using histology and
transcriptomics visualized the morphological features of infection and changes in gene
regulation throughout parasite development. Choreocolax polysiphoniae develops
internal and external structures simultaneously—the internal cells actively infecting V.
lanosa, while the external cells eventually house reproductive structures. Floridean starch

is actively transported from infected V. lanosa to external C. polysiphoniae cells and
eventually the parasite reproductive structures using saccharide membrane transporters
and the endocytosis pathway. This active transfer of metabolites establishes a nutrient
gradient that leads to the transfer of saccharides and floridean starch from neighboring
uninfected V. lanosa to infected host cells. With decreased photosynthetic and
carbohydrate metabolism pathways, infected V. lanosa is dependent upon these nutrients
to prevent localized cell death. The use of histology and transcriptomics confirmed the
parasitic nature of C. polysiphoniae, the role of V. lanosa in its successful development,
and the host response to infection.
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ABSTRACT
Parasitic red algae evolve from a common ancestor with their hosts, parasitizing
cousins using familiar cellular mechanisms. They have independently evolved over one
hundred times within the exclusively multicellular red algal class Florideophyceae.
Reduced morphology, a lack of pigmentation, and direct cell-cell connections with their
hosts are markers of red algal parasitism. With so many potential evolutionary pathways,
red algal parasite diversity offers a unique test case to understand the earliest stages of
this lifestyle transition. Molecular and morphological investigations led to the
categorization of these parasites based on their relationship to their host.
“Adelphoparasites” are phylogenetically close to their hosts, often infecting a sister
species, whereas “alloparasites” are more distantly related to their hosts. The
differentiation of these parasites, based on their phylogenetic relationship to their host,
has resulted in a simplified classification of these parasites that may not reflect the many
evolutionary pathways they take to arrive at a similar endpoint. Accordingly, many
parasites fall into a gray area between adelphoparasite and alloparasite definitions,
challenging the established features we use to classify them. Molecular phylogenetic
research has been essential in identifying gaps in knowledge, but microscopy needs to be
reincorporated in order to address red algal parasite developmental variation to establish a
new paradigm. The joint utilization of molecular and microscopic methods will be critical
in identifying the genomic and physiological traits of both nascent and well-established
parasites.
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INTRODUCTION
Red algae comprise a diverse assemblage of over 6000 species. While single
celled and freshwater species exist, the majority of red algae are marine and multicellular.
They contain primary plastids, or chloroplasts derived from a cyanobacterial origin
(Keeling 2010). As such, red algae are some of the earliest photosynthetic eukaryotes and
putative macroalgal fossils have been found as far back as 1.2 billion years (Campbell
1980, Butterfield 2000). The phylogenetic lineage of Rhodophyta is split into seven
classes with the greatest species diversity in the class Florideophyceae (Yoon et al. 2006,
Verbruggen and Maggs 2010).
The most derived class within the Rhodophyta, the Florideophyceae are
multinucleate macroalgae with a triphasic life history. A Florideophyte life cycle passes
through haploid gametophyte, diploid tetrasporophyte, and diploid carposporophyte
stages. The gametophyte and tetrasporophyte are free-living algae, but the
carposporophyte lives on the gametophyte before releasing diploid carpospores. In all life
stages, Florideophyceaen algae maintain cell-cell connections, termed pit connections
(Hawkins 1972). Primary pit connections are formed when daughter cells do not
complete cytokinesis leaving a gap that is filled by a glycoprotein pit plug (Figure 1A)
(Pueschel and Cole 1982). In secondary pit connections, a conjunctor cell buds off from
one cell and fuses with an adjacent cell (Figure 1B) (Goff and Coleman 1985). This cell
fusion event links the initial and adjacent cells. This connection is sealed with the
primary pit plug resulting from the formation of the conjunctor cell (Figure 1B) (Goff and
Coleman 1984, 1985). The prevalence and ease of cell connectivity in the
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Florideophyceae through the formation of pit connections has been crucial in the rise of
parasitism in this class.
The Florideophyceae uniquely contains both free-living red algae and their
parasitic cousins, which have independently evolved over one hundred times (Kurihara
and Abe 2010). Throughout the Florideophyceaen tree parasitism has emerged in eight
different orders (Blouin and Lane 2012, Salomaki and Lane 2014, N. Blouin and Lane
2015). These morphologically reduced algae, with little to no pigmentation, are only
parasitic on other Florideophyceaen species (Setchell 1918, Goff 1982). Parasites form
cellular connections with their host by creating secondary pit connections between
adjacent cells (Hawkins 1972, Pueschel and Cole 1982), removing one of the most
significant barriers parasites face—how to get into the host cell. Based on microscopy,
more recent molecular work, morphological characteristics and the phylogenetic
relationship between host and parasite, several common features among red algal
parasites have emerged.
Feldmann and Feldmann first proposed the formal segregation of red algal
parasites into two distinct groups, adelphoparasites and alloparasites (J. Feldmann and
Feldmann 1958). Adelphoparasites evolved from a recent common ancestor with their
current host, or a taxon closely related to their host, and typically only infect one to two
closely related species (Figure 2) (J. Feldmann and Feldmann 1958, Goff 1982, Goff et
al. 1996). Alloparasites are potentially more indiscriminate, capable of infecting multiple
hosts that can be distantly related (Figure 2) (Goff 1982, Wetherbee et al. 1984,
Zuccarello et al. 2004). These definitions are the result of detailed cellular research
concentrated on a handful of parasites, but later discoveries made with more powerful
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microscopy and molecular tools have yet to be incorporated within these definitions.
Therefore, the time is ripe for a re-evaluation of how parasitism is categorized in this
lineage.
Several hypotheses have emerged to explain parasite evolution within the red
algae, based on the morphological and molecular relatedness of host and parasite. Both
phylogenetic and morphological studies have demonstrated that adelphoparasites evolve
from a common ancestor with their hosts, but the mechanisms that give rise to this
evolutionary trajectory are largely unknown (Goff 1982). One hypothesis argues that
adelphoparasites arise following a mutation and loss of photosynthesis during the
carposporophyte life stage of a free-living red alga (Fredericq et al. 1989, Blouin and
Lane 2012). In this case, parasitism likely arises following a lethal mutation that can be
rescued by the close connection between the carposporophyte and its host. Despite
morphological similarities between the carposporophyte and mature parasite, the
development and life history of an adelphoparasite is more complicated than this
hypothesis alone can explain, but few others have been considered seriously. Hypotheses
attempting to explain alloparasite evolution have been posited following morphological
and molecular studies. Sturch noted the development of alloparasitic cellular filaments
that spread around host cells, morphologically similar to the anchoring ramifications of
epiphytic algae (Sturch 1899, 1926). These observations led to the hypothesis that
alloparasites may have evolved from epiphytes that became reliant upon the host for
more than just a substrate (Setchell 1918, Sturch 1926). In this scenario, transitioning
from an epiphyte to a parasite would have happened slowly through the degradation of
pathways whose products could be siphoned from the host, or rapidly if anchoring
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ramifications into the host rescued an epiphyte with a lethal mutation. Goff conducted a
number of molecular investigations, which determined that some parasites radiated onto
other hosts closely related to their original host (Goff et al. 1996). These data opened the
possibility that some alloparasites may have arisen from parasites jumping from host to
host, eventually parasitizing species that are distantly related from both themselves and
their original hosts (Goff et al. 1996). While some parasites seem to have jumped from
one host to another, these new hosts are often closely related to the original host and the
mechanism and limitations of “host jumping” have just begun to be examined (Zuccarello
and West 1994a). Reconsidering the morphological and phylogenetic relationships
together will be essential to answering these multifaceted questions concerning red algal
parasite evolution and the characteristics of their development.

Defining the box of red algal parasitism
Our current understanding of adelphoparasitic infection mechanisms and
development are the result of previous studies on parasites like Gracilariophila oryzoides
(Fredericq et al. 1989, Goff and Zuccarello 1994, Goff et al. 1996). Gracilariophila
oryzoides is a highly host-specific, white hemispherical pustule found on the lower
thallus portions of its host Gracilariopsis andersonii (Wilson 1910). Non-photosynthetic
spores released from mature reproductive parasite tissue settle onto a suitable host and
split off one or two conjunctor cells that contain a parasite nucleus, mitochondria, and
dedifferentiated plastids, known as proplastids (Goff and Coleman 1995). This conjunctor
cell fuses with the wall of a host epidermal cell, releasing its contents and transforming
the host cell into a heterokaryon, a cell that contains both parasite and host nuclei (Figure
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3A) (Goff and Zuccarello 1994, Goff and Coleman 1995). Within the heterokaryon,
adelphoparasite nuclei exploit the host cell machinery, replicating and travelling to
adjacent host cells through primary and secondary pit connections (Figure 3B) (Goff and
Zuccarello 1994). As the G. oryzoides infection progresses, heterokaryon tissue divides
and gives rise to the non-pigmented pustule of the mature parasite (Figure 3C, D) (Goff
and Zuccarello 1994). Amazingly, from the heterokaryon cells, parasite spores are
produced with only a parasite nucleus and mitochondria and a dedifferentiated host
plastid (Goff and Coleman 1995). The mechanism by which the parasite tricks the host
into packaging spores containing only its own genetic material is unknown.
Adelphoparasites like G. oryzoides are only independent of their host as a spore and a
few conjunctor cells; otherwise the parasite exists as a nucleus and organelles within its
host.
The more distant relationship between alloparasites and their hosts causes them to
face more obstacles than adelphoparasites in order to successfully infect their host.
Because adelphoparasites are genetically and morphologically similar to their hosts, they
are better able to avoid detection by host defense systems (Zuccarello and West 1994b).
This resemblance allows adelphoparasites to directly enter the host, use the host
machinery to replicate, and spread throughout the host tissue (Goff and Coleman 1995).
Alloparasites, physically and genetically distinct from their hosts, must make a greater
effort to proliferate within their host while escaping or defending themselves against host
deterrents (Zuccarello and West 1994b).
Early investigations into the development and host response of Harveyella
mirabilis and Choreocolax polysiphoniae defined alloparasitism. Infecting multiple
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species of Odonthalia, H. mirabilis is composed of internal branched filaments and a
hemispherical whitish pustule that erupts from the surface of its host (Sturch 1899). From
the spore, parasite cells penetrate between host cells, growing mitotically throughout the
host thallus (Figure 3E) (Goff and Cole 1973, Wetherbee et al. 1984). Alloparasites form
a network of filaments around host cells, allowing the infection to take root away from
the initial site of spore attachment (Sturch 1926). Each cell contains a single nucleus,
mitochondria, proplastids, and other cytoplasmic components (Goff and Cole 1976, Goff
and Coleman 1995). These are deposited into adjacent cells through conjunctor cells that
fuse with host cells, forming secondary pit connections between host and parasite (Figure
3F) (Goff and Coleman 1987). Alloparasites are apparently unable to coerce the host
machinery into replicating their genome, so the number of parasite nuclei within a
heterokaryon cell directly corresponds to the number of parasite cells that have formed
secondary pit connections with the host cell (Figure 3G) (Wetherbee et al. 1984).
Throughout alloparasite development, host-parasite cell connections are crucial for
obtaining metabolites necessary for continued parasite growth. Internal filaments then
begin to divide towards the surface of the host until a mass of tissue breaks through,
forming the external body (Figure 3H) (Sturch 1899, Kugrens and West 1973). Because
an erumpent pustule forms wherever filaments reach the surface, multiple parasite bodies
may arise from a single spore (Sturch 1899).
Whether adelphoparasitic or alloparasitic, the host response to infection is
remarkably similar. The formation of secondary pit connections between host and
parasite is responsible for the success and spread of red algal parasite infections.
Following the introduction of parasite organelles, heterokaryon cells rapidly divide,
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developing a cluster of small, infected cells surrounded by healthy host tissue (Goff and
Zuccarello 1994). Host nuclei then increase in size, lipid deposits become more
prevalent, the central vacuole and host organelles begin to lyse and the amount of stored
floridean starch decreases (Kugrens and West 1973, Goff and Coleman 1985, Goff and
Zuccarello 1994, Zuccarello and West 1994b). For the parasite, the most important host
response to infection is the formation of proplastids. As host plastids dedifferentiate they
become scattered throughout the cytoplasm and begin to elongate (Kugrens and West
1973). Thylakoids and phycobilisomes begin to decrease in number and several nucleoids
condense into a single nucleoid (Goff 1976). Vesicles rupture the plastid outer membrane
and extraneous plastid membranes degenerate, creating the proplastid—a nucleoid
surrounded by some membranes (Goff 1976, Goff and Zuccarello 1994, Zuccarello and
West 1994b). The heterokaryon’s loss of photosynthetic ability drives photosynthate
from uninfected cells to infected cells, enabling the parasite to siphon energy and
metabolites from the host, supporting the growth of the parasite (Goff and Coleman
1985). These changes benefit parasite growth by establishing a gradient that will supply
the parasite with necessary nutrients (Goff 1976, Goff and Coleman 1985, Fredericq et al.
1989).

PARASITISM OUTSIDE OF THE BOX
With over one hundred independent evolutionary events giving rise to modern
parasites in this group, most species are more exception than rule when it comes to the
prevailing adelphoparasite and alloparasite definitions. Whether they share hosts with
another parasite, maintain a unique plastid, or regain photosynthesis at maturity, the
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following parasites challenge the established features of red algal parasitism and their
evolutionary pathways.
While research on Choreocolax polysiphoniae was essential for understanding red
algal parasites and alloparasitism specifically, more recent molecular work has found
unique features not addressed by the current definition. Choreocolax polysiphoniae is a
whitish hemispherical or spherical pustule parasitic upon Polysiphonia (Reinsch 1889).
The highly reduced thallus of C. polysiphoniae is composed of an internal network of
filaments and an external mass of tissue that is barely more than housing for its
reproductive structures (Richards 1890, Sturch 1926). Cellular connections between
parasite filaments and host cells confirmed the dependency of C. polysiphoniae upon its
host for nourishment (Richards 1890, Setchell 1918, Sturch 1926). Where C.
polysiphoniae differs from the mold of other alloparasites is in the retention of its own
non-photosynthetic plastid. The highly reduced C. polysiphoniae plastid has lost genes
associated with photosynthesis and light harvesting, indicating that the plastid is no
longer associated with primary production, as it would be in a free-living red alga
(Salomaki et al. 2015). Because the maintenance of the organelle and its genome are
likely energetically expensive for the highly reduced parasite, it must be involved in some
required metabolic reaction. Genes involved in plastid transcription, translation, and
cellular maintenance are all conserved, as well as genes active in amino acid, fatty acid,
isoprene, and protein biosynthesis pathways (Salomaki et al. 2015). These processes are
the backbone of cellular function and their preservation is essential for parasite
development (Janouškovec et al. 2015). While C. polysiphoniae relies upon its host for
photosynthesis and carbohydrate production, maintaining a plastid fulfills additional
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requirements of the parasite unable to be met by their relationship to their host. Discovery
of a native C. polysiphoniae plastid supports Sturch’s morphological based hypothesis
that alloparasites arose from an unrelated red alga and not through Goff’s hypothesized
“host jumping”. Had C. polysiphoniae traveled through an adelphoparasite stage, it would
not have maintained its own plastid, but instead stolen one from its host. Continued
molecular investigations into alloparasites are necessary to determine if plastid retention
is unique to C. polysiphoniae or a characteristic of some or all alloparasites.
The parasitic genus Janczewskia embodies the current problems with categorizing
red algal parasites as adelphoparasites or alloparasites. While all Janczewskia species are
phylogenetically close and morphologically related to their hosts, variations in infection
mechanisms and plastid development pose significant problems for the current definition
of adelphoparasite (Kurihara and Abe 2010). Janczewskia includes a range of parasites
from the wholly unpigmented species J. moriformis and J. hawaiiana to species that
regain fully functional photosynthetic plastids at maturity, like J. gardneri and J.
morimotoi (Nonomura 1979, Apt 1987, Goff and Coleman 1987, Fujii and Guimarães
1999). The infection mechanisms for most members of Janczewskia have not been
determined, but for J. gardneri and J. morimotoi, the progression of infection is more
similar to the alloparasite Choreocolax polysiphoniae than it is to other studied
adelphoparasites (Nonomura 1979, Nonomura and West 1980, Goff and Coleman 1987).
“Traditional” adelphoparasitism and alloparasitism definitions have been applied to all
described parasites, despite the incomplete exploration into the developmental patterns of
diverse red algal parasites. The oddball genus Janczewskia simply highlights the danger
in assuming shared characteristics for red algal parasites.
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Markers of red algal parasitism include the presence of diminished or absent
pigmentation, reduced morphologies, and host-parasite cell connections (Setchell 1918).
While the pigmentation in mature J. gardneri and J. morimotoi is slightly reduced, can an
alga capable of photosynthesis really be called a parasite? Juvenile J. gardneri and J.
morimotoi are unpigmented and clearly parasitic upon their host, but once they’ve
reached maturity their proplastids develop into photosynthetically functional plastids
(Nonomura and West 1980, 1981). The inability of pigmented parasite spores to develop
without a host, absence of pigmentation through the juvenile stage and a diminished rate
of host development suggest that J. gardneri and J. morimotoi are parasitic during at least
some of their early development (Nonomura 1979, Nonomura and West 1981). The
prolonged maturation of J. gardneri and J. morimotoi plastids allows them to maintain a
nutrient gradient, ensuring their continued supply of necessary metabolites. Parasite
plastid development and the reactivation of photosynthesis relax the metabolic demands
of the mature parasite on its host. It may be that J. gardneri and J. morimotoi are just
beginning the transition to parasitism and have yet to become dependent upon their host
for the entirety of their life history. Functional plastids in mature J. gardneri and J.
morimotoi support the argument for the slow degradation of metabolic pathways in early
parasite evolution. As the parasite begins to steal more nutrients from the host, its own
pathways will become extraneous and prone to mutation, eventually deteriorating until it
too loses its photosynthetic machinery. Detailed investigations may find other parasites
early in this transition that could potentially be grouped with Janczewskia into a new
category that addresses parasites not solely dependent on their host and capable of
photosynthesis.
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Janczewskia morimotoi satisfies the most basic requirements of
adelphoparasitism—being phylogenetically close and morphologically similar to its host.
For most other characteristics assumed for adelphoparasites, notably their infection
mechanism, J. morimotoi appears to have taken a different path. Pigmented spores
released from mature J. morimotoi land on a suitable host and develop external and
internal structures simultaneously (Nonomura 1979). Unpigmented filaments extend from
the spore and penetrate between host cells, forming secondary pit connections with host
cells (Nonomura 1979). Typically adelphoparasites directly infect a host cell and are
mostly heterokaryon tissue, but in J. morimotoi, the development of internal filaments
and the formation of minimal heterokaryon tissue are highly reminiscent of
alloparasitism. Externally, the spore carries out several cell divisions creating a small disc
of pigmented cells on the surface of the host (Nonomura 1979). As the infection
progresses, a “knob” of pigmented tissue emerges from the disc (Nonomura 1979,
Nonomura and West 1980). The internal filaments proliferate throughout the host and
then swell towards the surface, displacing host cells and emerging as a hemispherical
mass of unpigmented parasite tissue (Nonomura 1979, Nonomura and West 1980). The
formation of a “knob” is another instance of J. morimotoi uniqueness as in all known
adelphoparasites and alloparasites, external growth is limited to a few cell divisions with
the majority of development taking place internally. Despite its close relationship to its
host, the filamentous infection mechanism developed by the adelphoparasite J. morimotoi
mirrors that of Harveyella mirabilis and other alloparasites. Soon after the filaments have
reached the surface, parasite tissue becomes pigmented as plastid formation is completed
and the branched structure of the mature parasite develops (Nonomura and West 1980).
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The peculiarities of J. morimotoi point out the necessity of recognizing that “traditional”
adelphoparasite definitions don’t apply to all parasites that are closely related to their
host. The variation within Janczewskia has posed a notable challenge to the current
groupings of adelphoparasite and alloparasite and future studies should reconsider these
definitions in the face of red algal parasite diversity.
At first glance, Bostrychiocolax australis and Dawsoniocolax bostrychiae appear
to fit neatly into adelphoparasite and alloparasite definitions, but their shared host,
Bostrychia radicans, raises questions about their seemingly straightforward evolutionary
history. Bostrychiocolax australis follows a typical adelphoparasitic infection—
infiltrating host cortical cells and spreading through host pit connections—before
developing into a non-pigmented hemispherical pustule on Bostrychia radicans
(Zuccarello and West 1994c). Dawsoniocolax bostrychiae adheres to traditional
alloparasite development—sending filaments into the host thallus to establish pit
connections—ultimately maturing into a non-pigmented hemispherical parasite body on
the surface of B. radicans or B. moritziana (Guimarães 1993). Despite utilizing different
infection mechanisms, these parasites are only able to be distinguished from the other
during their earliest developmental stages. The similarity between these two parasites at
maturity exemplifies the incomplete understanding of adelphoparasite and alloparasite
evolution in the field.
Two hypotheses have arisen to explain how Bostrychiocolax australis and D.
bostrychiae came to share a host. The first argues that the initial parasitism event took
place once and then the parasite evolved into the modern day D. bostrychiae and
Bostrychiocolax australis (Zuccarello and West 1994c). The geographic distance between
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the modern day parasites may be responsible for the extensive developmental shifts and
divergence of these parasites, as D. bostrychiae is found in the Western Atlantic Ocean
and Bostrychiocolax australis is found around Australia and New Zealand. The second
hypothesis holds that two independent parasites infected Bostrychia radicans (Zuccarello
and West 1994c). In this case, an unrelated epiphytic red alga would parasitize B.
radicans, in addition to the separate development of an adelphoparasite. This may
support Sturch’s argument for the evolution of alloparasites from disparate epiphytes, but
the uncertain evolutionary history of D. bostrychiae impedes the acceptance of this
premise (Setchell 1918, Sturch 1926). With multiple hypotheses concerning their
evolution, the relationships between these parasites and their host need to be resolved in
order to determine any relatedness, phylogenetic or morphological, among these species.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS WITHIN RED ALGAL PARASITISM: MOLECULAR
BIOLOGY AND MICROSCOPY
Molecular and phylogenetic research has made significant strides in clarifying the
relationship between red algal parasites and hosts. Even so, many foundational gaps
remain concerning the process of parasite infection and development and its impact on
the host. Moving forward it will be necessary to integrate a variety of methodologies to
clarify steps in parasite development and update adelphoparasitism and alloparasitism
definitions. Molecular data alone cannot provide sufficient explanations—microscopic
techniques need to be revisited to answer these questions in entirety. Genomic and
transcriptomic data provide a glimpse into the activity of the genome and can be used to
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reconstruct metabolic pathways, but without microscopy, the localization and presence of
these molecules cannot be explicitly determined.
Light microscopy has been used to observe and identify red algae and their
parasites from the start. Utilization of microscopy in a number of parasitic studies
(Kugrens 1974, Goff 1979a, Court 1980, Pueschel 1988, Deckert and Garbary 2005,
Paradas et al. 2015) confirmed the findings of earlier work (Reinsch 1889, Richards
1890, Sturch 1899, 1926, Setchell 1918). The later addition of transmission and scanning
electron microscopy to red algal parasite research identified host responses to infection,
namely steps in parasite development and changes in plastid structure (Kugrens 1974,
Paradas et al. 2015). But these observations were made on a limited set of parasite
species at a single time point without considering the diversity of parasite species and
changes that may occur throughout development. Investigating multiple species at
different stages of infection may resolve observations that appear conflicting between
authors.
Our ability to visualize the contents of the cell has been significantly advanced by
the development of fluorescence hybridization techniques (Levsky and Singer 2003,
Jiang and Gill 2006, Mathur 2007). A variety of modifications have been made to
fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH), resulting in a single methodology with multiple
applications (Shimizu et al. 2004, Zwirglmaier 2005). Fluorescence microscopy has been
employed in the red algae previously, using fluorescent stains and autofluorescence to
examine the cell wall, mitochondria, plastids, nuclei, and cytoskeleton (Garbary et al.
1992, Garbary and McDonald 1998, Kim et al. 2001). The application of FISH with
distinctly designed DNA and RNA probes would further the effort to address questions
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about organelle inheritance and parasite transcription. The implementation of FISH on
red algal parasites and their hosts could explain cytoplasmic structure, intracellular
communication, and organellar control in parasite and host cells and is a technique we are
currently exploring.
Unique FISH probes for parasite mRNA sequences will track transcript
progression throughout the cytoplasm and detect how far parasite control extends into the
host. The movement of RNA throughout the infected cell is a crucial piece for
understanding the success of the infection cycle. For parasites that share the host plastid,
following the expression of plastid-targeted nuclear genes could reveal signs of hostparasite communication or intracellular warfare (Abbaszadeh and Gavis 2016, MartinezJimenez and Odom 2016). What impact does the transcription and presence of parasite
encoded plastid-targeted genes have on host cells? Are parasites able to sneak around the
host and utilize their plastid? Or does the parasite immediately shut down host plastid
function in order to establish a nutrient gradient? In parasites that maintain their own
plastid, how do they interact, if at all, with the host plastid? Are the parasites able to
target transcripts to the host plastid? RNA FISH for host and parasite plastid-targeted
nuclear genes applied to number of developmental stages will identify the effects this
expression has on the host and the timeline of plastid dedifferentiation.
For adelphoparasites and alloparasites, the numerous independent evolutionary
pathways of red algal parasites complicate the topic of organelle inheritance. Some
parasites steal their host’s plastid during development for cellular functions and include
them in their spores, whereas others maintain their own plastid. All parasites sequenced
to date maintain their own fully functional mitochondria independent of their host (Goff
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and Coleman 1995, Salomaki et al. 2015). DNA FISH probes illuminating host and
parasite derived organelles could differentiate between host and parasite organelles,
monitor organelle movement throughout infected cells, and uncover the timing and
process behind the pilfering of host plastids or confirm the presence of parasite
maintained organelles (Jiang and Gill 2006).
Despite over a century of research on the parasitic red algae, the diversity of red
algal parasites has produced more questions than answers when it comes to their
evolutionary history and development. The presence of reduced or absent pigmentation,
diminished morphological characteristics, and cell-cell connections are still the main
determinants of parasitism. Dependence upon morphological characteristics and
microscopy for identification has since been replaced with phylogenetic studies and
genomic work, which has served as a catalyst for the reinvigoration of red algal parasite
research (Goff et al. 1996, Zuccarello et al. 2004, Blouin and Lane 2012, Salomaki and
Lane 2014). The current dominance of molecular data in the red algal field has been
critical for clarifying phylogenetic relationships of both free-living and parasitic algae,
but the effect of the parasite on host health and the steps of parasite growth cannot be
understood with molecular data alone. A renaissance of careful microscopic data must be
paired with molecular data if we hope to better understand diversity within red algal
parasites, revise the adelphoparasite and alloparasite definitions currently used, and
resolve questions pertaining to parasite development and host responses to infection.
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Figure 1: Red algal pit connection formation. A Primary pit connections result from an
incomplete cleavage between dividing daughter cells. The gap between cells is filled by a
glycoprotein pit plug. B Secondary pit connections are formed when adjacent, genetically
similar, non-daughter cells fuse. A conjunctor cell buds off and fuses with an adjacent
cell. The glycoprotein pit plug seals the cell-cell connection. Some red algal parasites
dislodge these pit plugs to enter and infect the host cell.
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Figure 2: Based on phylogenetic relationships and morphological similarity to their host,
red algal parasites have been separated into two categories. Adelphoparasites (blue) are
host specific and closely related to their hosts, often infecting sister species. Alloparasites
(yellow) are capable of infecting multiple species and are more distantly related to their
hosts, often from different families or tribes.
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Figure 3: Cellular development of red algal adelphoparasite and alloparasites. A-D Adelphoparasite spores create an infection peg and
conjunctor cell that penetrate into epidermal host cells and deposit nuclei (A). Parasite nuclei replicate within the host and spread to
adjacent cells via pit connections (B). Heterokaryon tissue cleaves and forms small clusters of cells (C). Heterokaryon division
continues and forms a mature pustule (D). E-H Alloparasite spores penetrate between host cells forming a network of filaments (E).
Filaments grow mitotically through the thallus depositing parasite nuclei into adjacent host cells (F). Parasite nuclei are not replicated
so the number of parasite nuclei present in a heterokaryon is proportional to the number of rhizoidal connections formed. Filaments
grow towards the surface (G) and develop into a mature parasite pustule (H).
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ABSTRACT
Red algal parasites are highly host specific organisms that are morphologically reduced
with decreased pigmentation. Only found within the Florideophyceae, red algal parasites
have evolved within eight orders, with the most parasite diversity found in Ceramiales. A
third of the ceramialian parasites in the family Delesseriaceae are described in the genus
Asterocolax. The initial morphological description of Asterocolax led to the creation of
an independent genus devoted to these parasitic species, but molecular data have
repeatedly demonstrated that Asterocolax species, and likely many other red algal
parasites, resolve within the genera of free-living red algae, often within the same genus
as their hosts. Here and in previous studies, phylogenetic analysis of the internal
transcribed spacer region of the ribosomal DNA has shown repeated independent
evolution of Asterocolax species, mainly interspersed among Phycodrys and Polyneura.
As most Asterocolax are sister species to their hosts, they are independently derived from
a photosynthetic ancestor, and together, do not form a monophyletic parasitic genus. Here
we conduct a long overdue taxonomic revision of a genus of parasitic red algae and
propose nomenclatural changes for these red algal parasites that would formerly have
been classified as Asterocolax, to better reflect their true phylogeny.
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INTRODUCTION
Parasites are common throughout the tree of life, but the extremely close relationship
between parasitic red algae and their hosts makes them particularly unique. Red algal
parasites have long been categorized as adelphoparasites or alloparasites depending on
the relationship between host and parasite (Goff 1982). These terms and definitions have
recently been revised based on phylogenetic analyses and the presence or absence of
parasite-maintained plastids, with the term neoplastic parasite replacing adelphoparasite
and archaeplastic parasite, replacing alloparasite (Salomaki & Lane 2019). Neoplastic
parasite and their hosts are derived from a recent species divergence—often becoming
sister species—whereas archaeplastic parasites and their hosts are more distantly related.
All red algal parasites have reduced pigmentation (many lacking it entirely), are
morphologically diminished, and are host specific (Freese and Lane 2017). Red algal
parasites are limited to the Florideophyceae and the greatest diversity is found in the
Ceramiales (Salomaki and Lane 2014). A quarter of parasite diversity in the Ceramiales
exists in six genera of the Delesseriaceae (Preuss et al. 2017), a third of which are
described in the genus Asterocolax Feldmann & G. Feldmann (Table 1). Despite the
highly similar external appearance of Asterocolax, their independent evolutionary history
and wide host range contradicts their current accepted taxonomy. Here, the addition of
molecular data demands the reconsideration of Asterocolax and the reclassification of its
species.
Resolving the current taxonomic problems requires understanding how they
occurred in the first place. Asterocolax was established by Feldmann and Feldmann
(1951) with their description of a new red algal parasite, Asterocolax erythroglossi
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Feldmann & G. Feldmann on Erythroglossum sandrianum (Lightfoot) Maggs &
Hommersand. The Feldmanns’ defined Asterocolax as a growth with numerous branches
radiating from a central thallus, a transversely dividing apical cell, and a host in the
“Phycodrys group” of the Delesseriaceae (Feldmann & Feldmann 1958). The near
identical reproductive development and vegetative growth of A. erythroglossi and its host
E. sandrianum led the Feldmanns to place Asterocolax within the same family of its host
(but in a parasite-only genus) and categorized it as an adelphoparasite (Feldmann &
Feldmann 1951, 1958).
However, the gross morphology of Asterocolax is not unique among red algal
parasites. Asterocolax shares a lack of pigmentation and irregular star-shaped branches
with another parasitic genus, Polycoryne Skottsberg. While their external morphologies
are near identical, the absence of an initial cell with transverse divisions in Polycoryne
and its infection of hosts in the “Myriogramme group” strengthened the argument for the
new genus Asterocolax (Feldmann & Feldmann 1951, 1958). A re-examination of
Polycoryne, in light of the creation of Asterocolax, produced additional taxonomic
revisions. The type species, P. radiata Skottsberg, infects a host of the “Myriogramme
group”, whereas P. gardneri Setchell and P. denticulata Tokida infect hosts of the
“Phycodrys group” (Feldmann & Feldmann 1958). Later, more detailed cytological work
confirmed the presence of an initial cell with transverse divisions in P. gardneri and P.
denticulata, supporting the transfer of these parasites into Asterocolax (Feldmann &
Feldmann 1958; Wagner 1954). This move expanded Asterocolax to include A.
erythroglossi, A. gardneri (Setchell) Feldmann & G. Feldmann, and A. denticulatus
(Tokida) Feldmann & G. Feldmann. Later collections added more species to Asterocolax
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(Dawson 1944; Wynne 1970; Goff et al. 1997; Kim et al. 2017) and in some cases,
parasites identified as Asterocolax gardneri were found to infect multiple host species
(Goff et al. 1997) (Table 1).
Other than the first cytological observations made during the description of the
parasite, few studies have looked at the morphology, development, or taxonomy of
Asterocolax over the last 60 years. The only previous study to look at the phylogenetics
of Asterocolax uncovered a number of unique parasite species that, until then, had been
considered a single species (Goff et al. 1997a). Despite this, none were officially
described as new species. Instead, these organisms are described as new records of a
previously described Asterocolax species, resulting in an underrepresentation of parasite
generic diversity. Updating the nomenclature for this genus is past due. This study
continues the work of Goff et al. (1997) by providing new molecular and herbarium
material and making formal taxonomic revisions. While not the first study to place red
algal parasites into genera that maintain monophyly, often within that of their host
(Preuss & Zuccarello 2014, 2018, 2019; Ng et al. 2014), this is the first systematic
revision across much of the known diversity within a genus of red algal parasites, based
on phylogenetic analyses.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Algal collection and sectioning:
Asterocolax denticulatus growing on Phycodrys fimbriata (Kuntze) Kylin was collected
from the Stefansson Sound Boulder Patch, Barrow, Alaska, USA (70°19.25’N,
147°35.1’W) in July 2016 by A. Muth (NY03684214, NY03684216). Asterocolax
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gardneri infecting Polyneura latissima (Harvey) Kylin was collected from Friday Harbor
Laboratories, San Juan Island, Washington, USA (43°38.19’N, 116°14.28’W) in June
2016 by J. Freese (NY03684215). Parasites attached to host material were selected using
an Integra® Miltex disposable 3 mm biopsy punch or trimmed with a scalpel. Samples
were stored in 10% buffered formalin and later prepared for plastic-resin histology.
Samples were rinsed in PBS overnight, dehydrated in an ascending ethanol series (to 95%
ethanol), and infiltrated overnight in glycol methacrylate resin (Technovit 7100, Electron
Microscopy Sciences; www.emsdiasum.com). Samples were then embedded in fresh
resin with the added polymerization agent. Sections (5µm thickness) were cut on a Leica
4M2265 motorized microtome with a tungsten carbide knife and individually mounted
out of distilled H2O onto clean slides. The slides were air-dried overnight, stained with
1% aqueous aniline blue for 3 min, rinsed in running tap water, acid rinsed in 1mM HCl
for 5 min, air-dried overnight and coverslipped with Entellan (Electron Microscopy
Sciences). Sections were imaged using an Olympus BX40 compound microscope, a
Leica EC4 camera, and Leica Application Suite (v. 3.4.0) imaging software.

DNA extraction and sequencing:
For the DNA extractions, epiphyte-free host tissue was amassed and ground under liquid
nitrogen (Table 2). Individual Asterocolax parasites were removed from the host thallus
and hand ground in DNA extraction buffer using a Corning Axygen® PES-15-B-SI
disposable tissue grinder pestle in a 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tube (Saunders 1993) (Table
2). In order to compare with data generated by Goff et al. (1997), the ITS1, 5.8S, and
ITS2 regions was PCR amplified from the extracted DNA of the new parasite and its host
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using the Goff & Moon (1993) ITS Primers (Goff_ITS_F (3’- GGG ATC CTT TCC
GTA GGT GAA CCT GC) and Goff_ITS_R (3’- GGG ATC CAT ATG CTT AAG TTC
AGC GGG T)) and the following PCR protocol: 94˚ for 2 min, 30 cycles of 94˚ for 30
sec, 55˚ for 30 sec, and 72˚ for 2 min, and a final extension at 72˚ for 5 min. All PCR
reactions used the ExTaqTM DNA Polymerase (Takara Bio USA, Mountainview, CA,
USA) and followed the manufacturer’s recommendations. PCR products were sequenced
at the University of Rhode Island Genomics and Sequencing Center using the BigDye
Terminator v3.1 Cycle Sequencing Kit (PE Applied Biosystems [ABI], Foster City, CA,
USA) and then trimmed and assembled in Geneious v9.1.5.

Molecular analysis
For phylogenetic analysis, all available sequences from Asterocolax, their hosts and
neighboring genera were obtained from GenBank at the National Center for
Biotechnology Information (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/) (Table 2). These
data were combined with the novel sequence data generated, aligned using the MAFFT
web server available from EMBL-EBI (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/mafft/), and
adjusted by eye in Geneious v.9.1.5. The alignment was run through jModelTest2
(Darriba et al. 2012) to determine the optimal substitution model. Bayesian inference
analysis was executed in MrBayes v3.2.1 (Ronquist et al. 2012) using two Metropoliscoupled Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMCMC) runs consisting of three hot chains and
one cold chain. Each run was sampled every 100 generations for 1,000,000 generations.
After the average standard deviation of split frequencies fell below 0.01, confirming that
the runs converged, the first 25% of trees were removed as burn-in. The resulting tree and
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posterior probabilities were calculated from the remaining dataset. Maximum likelihood
analysis was conducted in RAxML (Stamatakis 2006) utilizing the same model
parameters as the Bayesian analysis. Maximum likelihood bootstrap support values were
calculated with 1000 bootstrap replicates.

RESULTS
Twenty Delesseriaceae species were used to generate a maximum likelihood and
Bayesian inference analysis (Fig. 1). The seven sequenced Asterocolax species included
in this phylogenetic analysis (Table 2) do not form a monophyletic clade. Instead, the
parasites mostly form sister relationships with their hosts, which are found throughout the
Delesseriaceae. Generally, there is high support between host and parasite pairs although
there are some less supported branches between host species (i.e. Phycodrys fimbriata
and Phycodrys rubens). The newly sequenced specimens cluster with their hosts.
Polyneura latissimicola groups with its host, Polyneura latissima and the Asterocolax
species sequenced, but never described, by Goff et al. (1997). The other newly sequenced
parasite matches the description by Tokida (1934), adding molecular data for a
previously described Asterocolax species. Phycodrys isabellae R.E. Norris & M.J.
Wynne (U59794) and Asterocolax gardneri (U59795), appear to have identical sequence
data in GenBank, despite sequence divergence appearing in the original phylogenetic tree
(Goff et al. 1997: Table 3, Fig. 1).
Asterocolax diversity is underrepresented as a result of individual species being
referred to with the same specific epithet (see Asterocolax gardneri, Table 1). On the
basis of specimen preservation and our ITS phylogenetic analysis, we describe one new
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species of red algal parasite and revise the nomenclature of four others, including the type
specimen Asterocolax erythroglossi. The following taxonomic changes are proposed to
reorganize Asterocolax into the genera that maintain monophyly (summarized in Table
3).

Erythroglossum laciniaticola J.M.Freese & C.E.Lane nom. nov
DESCRIPTION: This species is parasitic on Erythroglossum laciniatum (Lightfoot)
Maggs & Hommersand (1993). The protologue description can be found in Feldmann &
Feldmann (1951).
BASIONYM: Asterocolax erythroglossi Feldmann & Feldmann (1951) Comptes rendus
des séances de l’Académie des Sciences t. 233, p. 1139.
TYPE LOCALITY: Brest, France (coll. J.Feldmann & G.Feldmann, 1951, Feldmann
8008)
NEOTYPE: Astan, baie de Roscoff, France (coll. Maggs & Hommersand, 1993,
Feldmann 9204)
ETYMOLOGY: The specific epithet refers to the organism’s host and uses “-cola”
(dweller or inhabitant, always treated as feminine despite gender of genus [Stearn 1992])
to maintain recognition of the parasitic nature of the organism.
REFERENCES: Feldmann & Feldmann 1951, 1958; Maggs & Hommersand 1993; Goff
et al. 1997
DNA SEQUENCES: U59789.1, Goff et al. 1997, Wales, United Kingdom
REMARKS: The original type species of Asterocolax was collected on Erythroglossum
sandrianum (Kützing) Kylin from rade de Brest, France, but the herbarium material is
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missing. A neotype was collected by Maggs and Hommersand (1993) on Erythroglossum
laciniatum in Astan, baie de Roscoff, France. The specific epithet for Asterocolax
erythroglossi was changed in order to prevent the creation of a tautonym (Turland et al.
2018, Article 23.4).

Polyneura latissimicola J.M.Freese & C.E.Lane sp. nov. (Figs 2-4)
DESCRIPTION: This species is parasitic on Polyneura latissima (Harvey) Kylin. The
parasitic thallus is yellow in color, 3.5 mm in diameter, with numerous irregular conical
branches, no longer than 1 mm in length, emerging from a hemispherical base. The
carposporophyte is 150 x 190 µm located on the basal ends of parasite branches and
contains spherical to ovoid carposporangia. Typically, there is only one carposporophyte
per branch. Carposporangia are 10 µm in diameter. Male gametophytes and
tetrasporangia unknown.
TYPE LOCALITY: Collected from the Friday Harbor Laboratories dock on 14 June
2016 at Friday Harbor 43˚38.19’N, 116˚14.28’W, San Juan Island, Washington, USA,
deposited NY03684215 (coll. J.M. Freese, 2016, JF01)
ETYMOLOGY: The specific epithet refers to the organism’s host and uses “-cola”
(dweller or inhabitant) to maintain recognition of the parasitic nature of the organism.
REFERENCES: Wagner 1954; Goff et al. 1997
DNA SEQUENCES: U59797.1, Goff et al. 1997, San Mateo Co., California, USA;
MH754749
REMARKS: This species has been previously referred to as Asterocolax gardneri (see
Goff et al. 1997) but was never formally described.
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Phycodrys denticulatus (Tokida) J.M.Freese & C.E.Lane comb. nov. (Figs 5-7)
DESCRIPTION: This species is parasitic on Phycodrys fimbriata (Kuntze) Kylin. The
parasitic thallus is yellow in color, 2 mm in dimeter, with several cylindrical branches, no
longer than 3 mm, emerging from a small hemispherical cushion. The protologue
description can be found in Tokida (1934).
BASIONYM: Polycoryne denticulata Tokida (1934), Transactions of the Sapporo
Natural History Society vol. 13, p. 199, Fig.1.
HETEROTYPIC SYNONYM: Asterocolax denticulatus (Tokida) Feldmann & Feldmann
TYPE LOCALITY: Robben Island, Sakhalin, Russia (coll. Tokida, 1934)
SEQUENCED SPECIMEN: Collected in the Stefansson Sound Boulder Patch in July
2016 at 70˚19.25’N, 147˚35.1’W, Barrow, Alaska, USA, deposited NY03684214,
NY03384216 (coll. A.Muth, 2016, JF02).
ETYMOLOGY: The specific epithet maintains the original nomenclature assigned to the
description of the parasite by Tokida (1934).
REFERENCES: Tokida 1934; Feldmann & Feldmann 1951
DNA SEQUENCES: MH754750
REMARKS: Identification of the sequenced specimen as ‘Asterocolax’ denticulatus was
based on the morphological description of the parasite from Tokida (1934) and its
occurrence on Phycodrys fimbriata.
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Phycodrys gardneri (Setch.) J.M.Freese & C.E.Lane comb. nov.
DESCRIPTION: This species is parasitic on Neinburgia andersoniana (J. Agardh) Kylin
(=Nitophyllum andersonianum J. Agardh). The protologue description can be found in
Setchell (1923).
BASIONYM: Polycoryne gardneri Setchell (1923) University of California Publications
in Botany, Berkeley vol.10, p. 395
HETEROTYPIC SYNONYM: Asterocolax gardneri (Setch.) Feldmann & G.Feldmann
TYPE LOCALITY: Pt. Cavallo, Marin County, California, USA (coll. N.L.Gardner,
1913, No. 2594)
ETYMOLOGY: The specific epithet recognizes the initial description of Polycoryne
gardneri made by W.A. Setchell (1923).
REFERENCES: Setchell 1923; Feldmann & Feldmann 1951
DNA SEQUENCES: U59797.1, Goff et al. 1997, Stillwater Cove, Monterey County,
California, USA
REMARKS: As the original description of Polycoryne (=Asterocolax) gardneri, the
parasite occurring on Neinburgia andersoniana maintains “gardneri” as a specific
epithet.

Phycodrys phycodricola (E.Y.Dawson) J.M.Freese & C.E.Lane
DESCRIPTION: This species is parasitic on Phycodrys setchellii Skottsberg. The
protologue description can be found in Dawson (1945).
BASIONYM: Polycoryne phycodricola Dawson (1945) Bulletin of the Southern
California Academy of Sciences vol. 43, p. 107, Fig. 4 & 5.
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HETEROTYPIC SYNONYM: Asterocolax gardneri (Setch.) Feldmann & G.Feldmann
TYPE LOCALITY: Baja California, Mexico (coll. E.Y.Dawson, 1945)
ETYMOLOGY: The specific epithet resurrects the nomenclature used in the original
description by Dawson (1945).
REFERENCES: Dawson 1945; Wagner 1954; Goff et al. 1997
DNA SEQUENCES: U59793.1, Goff et al. 1997, Pigeon Point, Santa Cruz County,
California, USA
REMARKS: This species was synonymized with Asterocolax gardneri by Wagner
(1954). Wagner carried out a detailed study of the morphology of Asterocolax gardneri
and found an unknown parasite on Phycodrys setchellii (San Francisco, CA). The
morphological similarity between this unknown parasite, the parasite morphology from
Dawson’s (1945) description of Polycoryne phycodricola, and her work on A. gardneri
(infecting Neinburgia andersoniana) led Wagner to conclude that these parasites were all
representatives of Asterocolax gardneri. Phylogenetic analyses show that Polycoryne
phycdricola and Asterocolax gardneri (infecting Neinburgia andersoniana) are unique
species and the specific epithet “phycodricola” has been resurrected for the revised
nomenclature of Polycoryne phycodricola.

DISCUSSION
There are several well-known and well used molecular markers for algal phylogenies—
rbcL, coxI, and large subunit (LSU) rRNA (Saunders & McDevit 2012). However, these
markers may not have the appropriate evolutionary rate to distinguish closely related
species. For the parasite Asterocolax denticulatus and its host, Phycodrys fimbriata
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encode LSU rRNA sequences that are 99.6% identical. This extreme level of sequence
similarity and the absence of comparative sequence data for many Asterocolax parasites
and free-living Delesseriaceae makes the use of these gene markers problematic for
robust phylogenetic analyses. This study focuses on the ITS1, 5.8S, and ITS2 regions due
to the greater level of sequence variability and the availability of host and parasite
sequence data from the previous analysis of Asterocolax (Goff et al. 1997).
The paraphyletic nature of Asterocolax was made clear in the first phylogenetic
analysis (Goff et al. 1997) as most parasites are more closely related to their host than
they are to each other. The phylogeny carried out by Goff et al. (1997) used sequence
data from recognized and newly discovered Asterocolax species, many of which were
attributed to the species A. gardneri (Table 1). With these data, the nomenclature
dilemma became unavoidable. Goff et al. (1997) suggested that Asterocolax gardneri be
used only for the species infecting Polyneura latissima. The resurrection of Asterocolax
phycodricola was proposed to encompass the other “Asterocolax gardneri” species,
delineating them from one another using formae specialis and their host species (Goff et
al. 1997a). However, these proposed changes were never carried out.
There are three main problems not resolved by the Goff et al. (1997) study and
phylogeny of Asterocolax. First, no formal description for any of the new species of
Asterocolax was made and the application of formae specialis to differentiate between
species of “Asterocolax gardneri” on different hosts was never implemented. Secondly,
the species collected and sequenced are only represented by the ITS sequence, no
material was preserved as a voucher—preventing a formal description of these new
species or re-examination of material. Lastly, re-collection of these specimens is made
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significantly more difficult, as the collection site information is often listed as a county,
spanning about 40 to 99 miles of coastline. These parasites are typically patchy in
distribution and challenging to locate without extensive collection effort or luck.
Without any voucher material or formal description, we are entirely reliant upon
the identification of the parasite and host from Goff et al. (1997). Adding to our unease
over these data, the submitted sequences of Asterocolax gardneri (GenBank U59795.1)
and its host, Phycodrys isabellae (GenBank U59794.1) are 100% identical, despite clear
divergence in the original tree (Goff et al. 1997, Table 3, Fig. 1). The most likely
explanation for this is that the same sequence was submitted to represent both species,
but without any voucher material and no specific collection location, revisiting the
analysis of this species is challenging.
The limited sequence divergence between host and parasite in data generated here
and by Goff et al. (1997), even in the highly variable ITS region, suggests that species
attributed to Asterocolax evolved very recently. We now know that these parasites
represent multiple species with independent evolutionary histories, and their
nomenclature should reflect that. However, the lack of sequence data or preserved
material prevents resolution of all Asterocolax species.
Of the Asterocolax gardneri species collected by Goff et al. (1997), two infected
host species not previously known to parasitized: Anisocladella pacifica Kylin and
Phycodrys isabellae. Without any voucher material or formal description, we cannot
verify the identification of the parasite and host from Goff et al. (1997). For A. gardneri
parasitizing Anisocladella pacifica and A. gardneri infecting Phycodrys isabellae, the
phylogenetic analysis indicates these parasites arose independent of other Asterocolax,
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supporting their designation as new species. However, without voucher material to
examine, no nomenclatural changes can be proposed for these species. For now, A.
gardneri on Anisocladella pacifica and A. gardneri on Phycodrys isabellae remain in
Asterocolax until new material can be collected, preserved, and new data generated to
corroborate these phylogenetic placements and formally describe the new species.
Two additional parasites have been collected and described as species of
Asterocolax, but not yet sequenced and placed within a phylogenetic context. Asterocolax
hypophyllophilus M.J. Wynne infects Mikamiella ruprechtiana (A.D. Zinova) M.J.
Wynne, and even without molecular data, this species has already been recognized as an
independent evolutionary event within Asterocolax. The other parasite was collected on
Pseudopolyneura japonica (Yamada) K.W. Nam & P.J. Kang and described as
Asterocolax denticulatus (Kim et al. 2017), but there are morphological differences
between this species and A. denticulatus as described by Tokida (1934). The branches of
the parasite on Pseudopolyneura are flattened and smooth (Kim et al. 2017), whereas the
branches of Asterocolax denticulatus are cylindrical (Tokida 1934). The size of the
cystocarps produced by the parasite also slightly differ, with those on Asterocolax
denticulatus ranging from 0.5-0.84 mm (Tokida 1934) and cystocarps on the parasite
found on Pseudopolyneura reach up to 0.5 mm in diameter (Kim et al. 2014). These
morphological differences in addition to infecting different host species, leads us to
believe that this parasite will be another instance of unique evolution of parasitism within
the Delesseriaceae. For both A. hypophyllophilus and the parasite described as A.
denticulatus, we were unable to acquire material to sequence and add to our phylogenetic
analysis. Although unable to propose nomenclatural changes without confirming their
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phylogenetic placement, we believe that these species, like most other Asterocolax, will
fall within their host genus.
Here, a phylogenetic analysis of the genus Asterocolax was carried out to include
new molecular data and resolve the nomenclature of this group. Available comparative
data limited our comparisons to the ITS1, 5.8S, and ITS2 region (Goff et al. 1997a). The
maximum likelihood and Bayesian inference analysis performed reconfirms the
independent evolutionary history and paraphyletic nature of Asterocolax. Supported by
high posterior probability and bootstrap support, “Asterocolax” has evolved on at least
six different occasions—on Erythroglossum laciniata, Phycodrys fimbriata, Polyneura
latissima, Phycodrys isabellae, Aniscladella pacifica and Phycodrys setchellii Skottsberg.
The addition of novel sequence data for Asterocolax gardneri on Polyneura latissima
from Washington, USA and Asterocolax denticulatus on Phycodrys fimbriata from
Alaska, USA further validates the relatively recent emergence of these parasites.
The nomenclatural changes proposed here (summarized in Table 2), for these
evolutionarily and molecularly distinct species, attempts to address these problems in a
more robust manner. Based solely on morphological data, few would have placed a
morphologically reduced parasitic organism in the same genus as its host, but the
application of phylogenetic analysis has refined our understanding of algal evolution. The
previous phylogeny maintained polyphyly in order to sustain a parasitic genus. The
proposed nomenclatural changes place species in monophyletic genera and preserve the
parasitic epithet through the combination of the organism’s host and “-cola” (meaning
dweller or inhabitant) in the specific epithet when possible.
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CONCLUSION
The diminished size of red algal parasites reduces the usefulness of morphology
for identification. However, one highly informative morphological trait for all red algal
parasites is also their largest—their host. While phylogenetic analysis is the only way to
confirm correct taxonomic position, with the high host specificity of parasitic red algae
identification of the host may provide context for parasite classification. Maintaining
parasitic genera may be appropriate in some cases (Salomaki & Lane 2019), but the
polyphyletic nature of Asterocolax supports its revision to re-establish monophyly. The
high sequence similarity between most Asterocolax species and their host (i.e. Phycodrys
(=Asterocolax) denticulatus and its host Phycodrys fimbriata), places many of these
parasites in the same genera as their hosts. Amendments to red algal parasite taxonomy
have been limited to newly described or individual species, but this study has
redistributed a parasitic genus in order to restore monophyly. Recent analyses of
Asterocolax, Rhodophyllis Kützing, and others (Preuss & Zuccarello 2014, 2018, 2019;
Ng et al. 2014) indicate a need to re-examine the taxonomy of all red algal parasites,
particularly the neoplastic parasites. We predict that most parasite-specific genera will be
superfluous, and in cases where multiple species are described, paraphyletic.
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Table 1: List of currently accepted Asterocolax taxonomy: red algal parasites and their
host. Note that according to the current taxonomy, Asterocolax gardneri infects multiple
hosts despite being phylogenetically distinct from one another (as demonstrated in Goff
et al. (1997) and in this paper).
Parasite

Host

Date of

Reference

Description
Asterocolax

Erythroglossum

1951

Feldmann &

erythroglossi

sandrianum

Feldmann 1951

Erythroglossum

Maggs &

laciniatum

Hommersand 1993;
Goff et al. 1997

Asterocolax

Phycodrys fimbriata

1934, 1951

denticulatus

Tokida 1934;
Feldmann &
Feldmann 1951

Pseudopolyneura

2017

Kim et al. 2017

1913, 1958

Setchell 1923;

japonica
Nienburgia
andersoniana

Feldmann &

(=Nitophyllum

Feldmann 1958;

Asterocolax

andersonianum)

Goff et al. 1997

gardneri

Polyneura latissima

NA

Goff et al. 1997

Phycodrys isabellae

NA

Goff et al. 1997

Anisocladella

NA

Goff et al. 1997

pacifica
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Phycodrys setchellii

1945

E.Y. Dawson 1945;
F.S. Wagner 1954

Asterocolax

Mikamiella

hypophyllophilus

hypophyllophilus

1970

57

M.J. Wynne 1970

Table 2: List of currently sequenced Asterocolax species: red algal parasites and their
host. All GenBank Accession Numbers refer to the ITS1, 5.8S, and ITS2 region. Bolded
GenBank Accession Numbers represent sequences submitted with this publication; all
other sequences were generated by Goff et al. (1997). Many of the specimens sequenced
by Goff et al. (1997) were not preserved in herbaria, making taxonomic revisions
challenging.
Parasite

Host

Genbank Accession Number
Parasite

Asterocolax

Erythroglossum U59789

erythroglossi

laciniatum

Asterocolax

Phycodrys

denticulatus

fimbriata

Reference

Host
U59788

Goff et al. 1997

MH754750

MH754751

This paper

U59797

U59796

Goff et al. 1997

Polyneura

U59787,

U59786,

Goff et al. 1997, This paper

latissima

MH754749

MH754752

Asterocolax

Phycodrys

U59795

U59794

Goff et al. 1997

gardneri

isabellae
U59799

U59798

Goff et al. 1997

U59793

U59792

Goff et al. 1997

Nienburgia
andersoniana

Anisocladella
pacifica
Phycodrys
setchellii
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Table 3: List of revised Asterocolax taxonomy: red algal parasites and their host. Because there is no voucher specimen or descriptions
for Asterocolax gardneri on Phycodrys isabellae and no sequence information for Asterocolax denticulatus on Pseudopolyneura
japonica or Asterocolax hypophyllophilus on Mikamiella ruprechtiana, we are unable to propose nomenclature changes for these
species. Bolded parasite names refer to nomenclature revisions proposed in this study.
Parasite

Host

Basionym

Erythroglossum

Size

Location

Comments

1.5 mm

Brest, France

Type species of

sandrianum

Asterocolax, herbarium
specimen lost

Erythroglossum

Asterocolax

Astan, baie de

Neotype collected by

laciniaticola

laciniatum

erythroglossi

Roscoff, France;

Maggs & Hommersand

Wales, United

(1993) to replace lost type

Kingdom

specimen of Asterocolax
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Erythroglossum

erythroglossi
Phycodrys

Phycodrys

Polycoryne

denticulatus

fimbriata

denticulata,

3 mm

Robben Island,

Revised name maintains

Sakhalin, Russia;

the specific epithet
“denticulatus” from the

Asterocolax

Pseudopolyneura

denticulatus

japonica

Asterocolax

Barrow, Alaska,

protologue description by

denticulatus

USA

Tokida

Jindo, Korea

Lack of sequence data

3-5 mm

prevents nomenclatural
revision

Phycodrys

Nienburgia

Polycoryne

gardneri

andersoniana

2-3 mm
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Marin Co.,

Revised name maintains

gardneri,

California, USA;

specific epithet “gardneri”

(=Nitophyllum

Asterocolax

Monterey Co.,

used for the initial

andersonianum)

gardneri

California, USA

description of the parasite
(as Polycoryne) by W.A.
Setchell

Polyneura

Polyneura

Asterocolax

latissimicola

latissima

gardneri

3-5 mm

San Mateo Co.,

Revised name refers to the

California, USA;

parasite’s host and uses “-

San Juan Island,

cola” to indicate its

Washington, USA

parasitic nature

Asterocolax

Phycodrys

gardneri

isabellae

NA

Monterey Co.,

Lack of preserved

California, USA

specimens prevents
nomenclatural revision

Asterocolax

Anisocladella

Asterocolax

gardneri

pacifica

gardneri

NA

San Mateo Co.,

Revised name refers to the

California, USA

parasite’s host and uses “cola” to indicate its
parasitic nature
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Phycodrys

Phycodrys

Polycoryne

phycodricola

setchellii

3 mm

Baja California,

Revised name resurrects

phycodricola,

Mexico; Santa Cruz

specific epithet

Asterocolax

Co., California,

“phycodricola” used for

gardneri

USA

initial description by E.Y.
Dawson

Asterocolax

Mikamiella

hypophyllophilus hypophyllophilus

6 mm

Amchitka, Alaska,

Lack of sequence data

USA

prevents nomenclatural
revision.

U59785.1
Polyneura
bonnemaisonii (England)
1

1/100

U59789.1
Erythroglossum
laciniaticola (Wales)

99.2%

1
U59788.1
Erythroglossum
laciniatum (Wales)

Phycodrys
denticulatus (Alaska)
ASTsp_AK
1/100

84.6%
1

0.54/38

Phycodrys
PHYrub_AK_ fimbriata (Alaska)
0.543

1/100

Phycodrys
U59790.1 rubens (Sweden)
1
U59791.1
Phycodrys
rubens (Ireland)

0.99/78

U59793.1
Phycodrys
phycodricola (California)
0.857
0.86/86
U59792.1
Phycodrys
setchellii (California)

0.999
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1/100

1

98.9%

U59795.1
Asterocolax
gardneri (California)
1
1/100
Phycodrys
isabellae (California)
U59794.1

100%

*

0.921

0.98/67

1/100
1/100

0.975

0.99/79

0.92/58
U59797.1
Phycodrys
gardneri (California)
0.989
U59799.1
Asterocolax
gardneri (California)

83.2%
75.8%

1

Anisocladella
pacifica (California)
U59798.1

1

Nienburgia
andersoniana (California)
U59796.1
Polyneura
latissimicola (Washington)
ASTsp_WA
0.831
0.83/61
97.9%
U59787.1
latissimicola (California)
1/94 1 Polyneura
1/72
1/100

1

1

U59786.1
Polyneura
latissima (California)
POLlat_WA latissima (Washington)
Polyneura
U59427.1delicatula (California)
Sorella

0.06
0.06

95.3%

Figure 1: Bayesian Inference tree for the ITS1, 5.8S, ITS2 alignment of Asterocolax, their hosts, and neighboring species with
posterior probabilities and maximum likelihood bootstrap values. Parasites are in bold with arrows pointing at their host. Values on
the arrows represent sequence similarity (% pairwise identity) between host and parasite. The type species of Asterocolax described by
Feldmann & Feldmann (1951) is indicated by Å. The lack of sequence divergence between Phycodrys isabellae and Asterocolax
gardneri (infecting Phycodrys isabellae) (*) is not representative of the original figure (Goff et al. 1997, Fig. 1). Data generated in this
study are denoted by underlined text. Table 2 lists sequenced parasite and host species included in the phylogenetic analysis. Table 3
lists the revised nomenclature for these species.
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Figures 2-4: Polyneura latissimicola
Figure 2: Mature parasitic pustule of Polyneura latissimicola on its host Polyneura
latissima. Thallus is yellow in color with numerous conical branches. Scale bar = 1 mm.
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Figure 3: 5 µm cross section of plastic embedded Polyneura latissimicola
carposporophyte, stained in aniline blue. Cystocarps occur at the basal ends of Polyneura
latissimicola branches.
Released carpospores are spherical to ovoid in shape and average 10 µm in diameter.
Scale bar = 100 µm.
Figure 4: 5 µm cross section through Polyneura latissimicola and its host, Polyneura
latissima stained in aniline blue. It is difficult to determine the spread of the infection
throughout the host and differentiate between parasite and host cells. Much of the parasite
thallus is composed of large cells many of which contain numerous floridean starch
granules. The cortical cells of the parasite thallus are notably smaller than other cells
composing the parasite structure or uninfected host cells and lack many of the starch
granules found in the medullary cells. Scale bar = 100 µm
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Figures 5-7: Phycodrys denticulatus
Figure 5: Mature parasitic pustule of Phycodrys denticulatus on its host Phycodrys
fimbriata. Thallus is yellow in color with several round branches. Scale bar = 1 mm.
Figure 6: 5 µm cross section of plastic embedded Phycodrys denticulatus stained in
aniline blue. Tetraspores (*) occur along the branches of Phycodrys denticulatus and
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divide tetrahedrally or obliquely cruciate. Tetraspores average 40 x 60 µm. Scale bar =
100 µm.
Figure 7: 5 µm cross section of Phycodrys denticulatus infecting Phycodrys fimbriata
stained in aniline blue. Given the parasites immediate infection of host cells, it is near
impossible to differentiate parasite cells from infected host cells. The medullary cells in
the parasite thallus and the likely infected cells underlying the developing parasite thallus
are conspicuously larger than uninfected host cells and filled with floridean starch
granules. The cell walls of these extremely large medullary cells are also thicker than
uninfected cells, a probable response to infection. Scale bar = 100 µm.
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ABSTRACT
Parasitism is an unbalanced symbiotic relationship where the parasite physically interacts
with, steals from, and may even harm their host. While parasites are found across the tree
of life, those in the red algal class Florideophyceae have long been identified by their
reduced morphology, reduced or absent pigmentation, and connection to their host. One
of the first of these parasites described, Choreocolax polysiphoniae, is an archaeplastic
parasitic red alga that infects Vertebrata lanosa, an epiphytic red alga. A dual
methodology approach, combining histology and transcriptomics, was employed to
understand the changes in C. polysiphoniae structure and gene expression during the
infection cycle. Because it grows at a consistent rate, the external size of the parasite was
used as a proxy for age. Choreocolax polysiphoniae simultaneously develops internally
and externally to the host, interacting with host cells and forming reproductive structures.
Staining with periodic acid and Schiff’s reagent showed C. polysiphoniae accumulating
floridean starch as the infection progresses and transferring these polysaccharides to their
spores at the end of the infection. Several saccharide transporters were increasingly
expressed throughout development suggesting active import of multiple saccharides, but
the larger floridean starch molecule is likely imported into parasite cells using the
endocytosis pathway. Data suggests that starch fuels the growth of the parasite, as
evidenced by its role in the regulation of amino acid and fatty acid metabolism.
Histological and transcriptional analyses visualized the progression of the infection and
identified changes in gene regulation occurring during the development of C.
polysiphoniae in order to better understand the underlying mechanisms fueling parasite
growth.
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INTRODUCTION
Parasitism has a broad and nebulous definition, which has resulted in numerous
organisms across the tree of life being defined as parasites. The only criteria in the
description of parasitism is that one organism must live on or in another, and benefit by
deriving nutrients from its host, although many parasites also harm their host (Poulin
1998). Even though parasites are found throughout the tree of life, a unique type of
parasite is found within the red algae. Like many other previously photosynthetic
parasites, red algal parasites are physically reduced in size and they have reduced or
entirely lost their pigmentation (Setchell 1918, Goff 1982, Kremer 1983). Unlike other
parasites however, parasitic red algae tend to have extremely close relationships to their
host(s) (G. Feldmann and Feldmann 1958, Goff 1982, Preuss and Zuccarello 2018,
Salomaki and Lane 2019).
Over one hundred red algal parasite species have been found across eight orders
within the Florideophyceae since the late 19th century (Preuss and Zuccarello 2018). The
earliest investigations into red algal parasites were focused on identification, which was
dependent upon morphological and reproductive features (Reinsch 1875, Farlow 1889,
Richards 1890, Setchell 1918, Sturch 1926). At this time, research was concentrated on
the morphology of the mature parasite, but some began to investigate earlier stages of
parasite development (Richards 1890, Sturch 1926). After a number of investigations into
their morphology and development, red algal parasites were divided into two groups
based on their relationship to their host (G. Feldmann and Feldmann 1958). Red algal
parasites were first categorized as “adelphoparasites” if they infected species within their
own family or tribe, and as “alloparasites” if they were more distantly related to their host
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(G. Feldmann and Feldmann 1958, Goff et al. 1996). The increasing contribution of
phylogenetic analyses supported the separation of red algal parasites into two categories
but did not align with the defined taxonomic relationships of adelphoparasites and
alloparasites (Feldmann & Feldmann 1958, Goff et al. 1996, Salomaki and Lane 2019).
Based on phylogenetic and biological characteristics, the terms neoplastic (formerly
adelphoparasites) and archaeplastic (formerly alloparasites) were recommended to
address this inconsistency (Salomaki and Lane 2019).
Choreocolax polysiphoniae was one of the first red algal parasites described
(Sturch 1926), but its morphological and molecular development have remained
understudied. Choreocolax polysiphoniae infects the red alga Vertebrata lanosa, which is
an obligate epiphyte of the brown alga Ascophyllum nodosum. Initial studies identified
reproductive structures in C. polysiphoniae and described the internal structures that
surround V. lanosa axial cells and spread through the host (Richards 1890, Sturch 1926).
While focused on reproductively mature parasites, Richards (1890) was able to observe
C. polysiphoniae very early in its development. The parasite spore had only undergone a
few divisions and was composed of five cells—four on the surface of the host and one
penetrating between two paraxial host cells. While unable to follow this infection to
maturity in detail, Richards (1890) was able to observe the concurrent growth of the
internal and external parasite.
As red algal parasite research began in the mid-19th century, microscopy was the
most valuable tool for identifying an understanding these organisms (Reinsch 1889,
Sturch 1899). Even as the field has progressed, its usefulness has remained. Histology
was first used to identify features such as pit connections and cell wall morphology, but
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as techniques advanced, scanning electron microscopy and transmission electron
microscopy were able to analyze the particulars of pit connections and changes in cellular
contents and structure (Kugrens and West 1972, Pueschel and Cole 1982). Morphological
characteristics determined the parasitic nature of red algae and identified two different
developmental patterns, leading to the categorization of neoplastic and archaeplastic
parasites (Salomaki & Lane 2019). Microscopic analyses have continued, as new
sectioning techniques and histological stains have been developed, but overall the focus
has moved towards genomic sequencing, which have mainly been focused on
phylogenetic analyses and genomes. The sequencing and analysis of organellar genomes
provided even more data for studying the evolution of red algal parasites and their
relationship with their host (Salomaki et al. 2015). Transcriptomic analyses identify
changes in gene expression in association with developmental, environmental, or other
variable changes. Improvements in RNA extraction methods and single cell
transcriptomics increased the utility of this method for uncovering specific cellular
functions under a variety of conditions (Efroni and Birnbaum 2016, Kalisky et al. 2017).
For red algal parasites, studying the progression of development using gene expression
aids in understanding the genomic interactions that result in a reproductive parasite. Both
of these methods have been instrumental in independently advancing our knowledge of
red algal parasites but combining the two techniques could inform on both the physical
development and interaction of parasite and host as well as the changes in gene
expression occurring during each stage.
With a wealth of morphological and molecular data available, C. polysiphoniae is
a valuable model for the analysis of the archaeplastic red algal parasite development
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process. In the past, morphological observations have been made at a single time point,
generally parasite maturity, and most molecular data has been focused on uncovering
phylogenetic relationships. But these approaches do not address how parasitic structures
relate to the host or the genetic changes that occur throughout development. Following a
developing C. polysiphoniae from the establishment of the infection to reproduction
enables tracking the progress of parasite growth and its physical relationship with V.
lanosa and learning about the patterns and changes in its gene expression that leads to a
successful infection. Both molecular and histological approaches are a snapshot of a
single timepoint but combined they can provide a more comprehensive picture of what
each developmental stage entails. Here, we use a dual-methodology approach to
investigate the development of C. polysiphoniae and evaluate the means by which the
parasite successfully exploits its host for its own prosperity.

METHODS
Parasite Development: Mature parasites were isolated and placed in suspended drops of
seawater to mimic the conditions of low tide, when Choreocolax polysiphoniae releases
its spores. Non-motile C. polysiphoniae spores were released within 24 hours and drawn
off of the suspended droplet to start new infections. Infected cultures were maintained in
at least 250 mL of autoclaved filtered seawater with the addition of Provasoli’s nutrients
at 12 ˚C with a 12:12 light:dark cycle. Parasites attached to host material were isolated
using an Integra® Miltex disposable 3 mm biopsy punch. Samples were photographed
and then stored in 10% buffered formalin.
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Sectioning and Histology: Photographs of parasite samples were used to measure the
external parasite diameter. Samples ranging from 100 µm to 1000 µm were selected in 50
µm increments for plastic-resin embedding and sectioning. Samples were rinsed in PBS
overnight, dehydrated in an ascending ethanol series (to 95% ethanol), and infiltrated
overnight in glycol methacrylate resin (Technovit 7100, Electron Microscopy Sciences;
www.emsdiasum.com). Samples were then embedded in fresh resin with the added
polymerization agent. Sections (5 µm thickness) were cut on a Leica 4M2265 motorized
microtome with a tungsten carbide knife and individually mounted out of distilled water
onto clean slides. The slides were air-dried overnight and stained with Periodic Acid and
Schiff’s Reagent (Sigma Kit 395B). Slides were soaked in periodic acid for 15 min,
briefly dipped in distilled water, stained in Schiff’s reagent for 15 min, rinsed in running
tap water for 1 min. Slides were air-dried overnight and coverslipped with Entellan
(Electron Microscopy Sciences). Sections were imaged using an Olympus BX40
compound microscope, a Leica EC4 camera, and Leica Application Suite (v. 3.4.0)
imaging software. Three-dimensional models of the parasite were created from serial
sections aligned in FIJI (Schindelin et al. 2009) using the plugin StackReg (Thévenaz et
al. 1998) that were imported into IMOD (v. 4.9) where important features of the infection
were outlined and modeled.

Sample Collection: Choreocolax polysiphoniae growing on Vertebrata lanosa were
collected from Beavertail State Park, Jamestown, Rhode Island, USA (41˚ 21.040’N; -71˚
23.851’W). Field collected samples were used to capture changes in gene expression
from parasites developing in their natural environment. Due to the stable, measurable
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growth rate of C. polysiphoniae determined by studying parasite development, external
parasite size was used as a proxy for age with each additional 100 µm in diameter
representing a week of the parasite life cycle (Supplemental Figure 1 & 2). Algal tissue
samples for transcriptomic analysis were incubated for 24 hours in filtered seawater taken
from the collection site at 12 ˚C with a 12:12 light:dark cycle to mitigate any variability
in environmental factors resulting from field collections. Parasites attached to host
material were isolated using an Integra® Miltex disposable 3 mm biopsy punch,
photographed, flash frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at -80 ˚C.

RNA Extraction and Sequencing: Photographs of parasite samples were used to measure
the external parasite diameter. Samples of parasites with attached host material ranging
from 150 µm to 800 µm in diameter were selected in triplicate in 50 µm to 100 µm
increments. mRNA was extracted from these samples using the MALBAC single cell
transcriptomics protocol (Chapman et al. 2015) with a modified cell lysis step. Samples
were hand ground in the lysis buffer using a Corning Axygen® PES-15-B-SI disposable
tissue grinder pestle in a 1.5 mL centrifuge tube and then transferred to a PCR tube. After
cell lysis the Chapman et al. (2015) protocol was followed unchanged. Amplified cDNA
was cleaned and concentrated using the Macherey-Nagel PCR Cleanup Kit and Protocol.
Sequencing was performed on the Illumina HiSeq 2500 using bridge amplification at the
University of Maryland School of Medicine Institute for Genome Sciences.
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De Novo Transcriptome Assembly: All sequence data was first filtered (sequence
trimming and cleaning) using Trimmomatic (v. 0.36) (Bolger et al. 2014). Filtered reads
were deduplicated using BBTools Dedupe (v. 37.36) (Bushnell,
sourceforge.net/projects/bbmap/) and assembled using the de novo transcriptome
assembly program Trinity (v. 2.8.4) (Grabherr et al. 2013). The newly assembled contig
metrics were calculated with Transrate (v. 1.0.3) (Smith-Unna et al. 2016). Bacterial,
viral, and other contamination was identified and removed using Diamond (v. 0.9.23)
(Buchfink et al. 2015) and Centrifuge (v. 1.0.3) (Kim et al. 2016). BUSCO analysis (v.
3.0.2) (Waterhouse et al. 2018) compared the final transcriptome of C. polysiphoniae to
the eukaryote database.

Differential Gene Expression Analysis: Read counts were generated through Salmon (v.
0.10.2) (Patro et al. 2017) using the trimmed reads and final transcriptome as input. These
read counts were passed through DESeq2 (v. 1.24.0) (Love et al. 2014) to identify
differentially expressed genes (p-value < 0.05 and log2 fold change ±2). Annotation of
the transcriptome and differentially expressed genes was carried out using available algal
genomes and transcriptomes, the Alga-PrAS database (Kurotani et al. 2017), and data
from NCBI. Functional annotation and pathway analysis were carried out using KEGG
(Kanehisa et al. 2016).
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RESULTS
Morphological Development: Choreocolax polysiphoniae releases its spores at low tide,
providing the spores a greater chance to find, attach to, and begin infecting Vertebrata
lanosa before being swept out by the waves. These spores are 5 µm to 10 µm in diameter
and spherical (Supplemental Figure 3). After landing on a host, C. polysiphoniae takes 8
to 10 weeks to reach reproductive maturity with and external parasite body ranging from
800 µm to 1000 µm in diameter.
As C. polysiphoniae begins to infect V. lanosa, it develops internal and external
parasite structures simultaneously, so each external parasite body is the result of a single
spore. Externally, cells divide to form the hemispherical parasite structure that serves as
the visual confirmation of infection and the location for reproductive development (Fig.
1). Internally, filamentous cells penetrate between host paraxial cells and surround the
axial cell of V. lanosa (Fig. 1). While these filamentous cells travel within the host, they
do not spread far (as suggested by Kugrens and West 1973, Callow et al. 1979), instead
spreading only to the immediate area neighboring the site of infection (Fig. 2). In these
parasites, the filaments never extend further than the diameter of the external parasite and
were not found more than 300 µm in either direction from the initial site of infection.
About halfway through the parasite’s infection cycle—4 to 5 weeks post infection—
reproductive development begins in the external pustule. In diploid parasites, meiosis
produces an abundance of tetrahedral tetraspores near the surface of the external parasite
body (Fig. 8). In female haploid parasites, few carposporophytes form in the central
portion of the external parasite (Fig. 7).
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Sections of C. polysiphoniae were stained to allow for the visualization of
polysaccharides—in this case, photosynthate and floridean starch granules. In the first
week post-spore attachment, the filamentous cells begin reaching the axial cells of V.
lanosa. At this stage the internal and external parasite cells were stained a mild pink
color, confirming the presence of starch, with some visible starch granules (Fig. 3). As
the infection progresses, the starch content of both the internal and external parasite cells
dramatically increased. Now stained a very dark pink, these parasite cells showed an
abundance of starch, which has made observation or enumeration of individual starch
granules impossible (Fig. 4-6). There was also a large amount of polysaccharides present
in the intercellular space of the external parasite body. At the end of the infection cycle,
the C. polysiphoniae reproductive cells are darkly stained for starch, while the somatic
cells are only lightly stained (Fig. 7-8).

Differential Gene Expression: Table 1 contains transcriptome assembly metrics. The final
transcriptome for Choreocolax polysiphoniae contains 494,772 contigs. Comparison of
this assembly to the eukaryote BUSCO database (v. 3.0.2) (Waterhouse et al. 2018)
found it to be 63.7% complete with 21.5% fragmented and only 11.2% orthologs missing.
A combination of a de novo assembly and the single cell transcriptomics method, which
may have resulted in some fragmented transcripts, likely contributed to the large number
of contigs in our transcriptome. While this data was generated using a single cell
transcriptomics method, current bulk RNA-Seq assemblers (i.e. Trinity (Grabherr et al.
2013) and RNA-Spades (Bushmanova et al. 2019)) perform just as well or better than
other de novo single cell transcriptome assemblers (Hölzer and Marz 2019).
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Distinct from bulk RNA-Seq, single cell RNA-Seq introduces sparse gene counts
and cell heterogeneity into the dataset. Many single cell specific differential expression
analysis programs have been created to address these issues but are generally unable to
address both heterogeneity and zero counts (Wang et al. 2019). For each replicate, the
transcriptome is the result of a single host-parasite pair, which included hundreds of cells.
This approach minimized potential cell specific heterogeneity, making sparse gene counts
the most important factor in conducting a differential gene expression analysis. With the
appropriate normalization and pre-filtering steps, DESeq2 performed at a similar level to
single cell specific analysis programs (Wang et al. 2019). For this analysis, prefiltering in
DESeq2 was used to remove genes with all zero counts. Samples were first normalized
with respect to library size (Supplemental Figure 4) and then were regularized log
transformed, minimizing differences between samples for rows with small counts.
Table 2 summarizes differentially expressed genes and annotations of the C.
polysiphoniae transcriptome. Trends in gene expression throughout parasite development
were visualized using a principal component analysis (PCA) (Fig. 9) and heatmap (Fig.
10). Both figures illustrate that most samples do not cluster together, with replicate
confidence ellipses in the PCA overlapping and replicate columns not clustering in the
heatmap (Fig. 9, 10). This suggests that the greatest amount of variation between the
different stages of parasite development are similar throughout the infection. The
heatmap shows the regularized log transformed gene counts for each developmental stage
of C. polysiphoniae infection with rows and columns clustered based on similar
expression patterns (Fig 10). The absence of clustering suggests that gene expression
during the development of the parasite is fairly consistent.
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While many metabolic pathways are consistently expressed throughout parasite
development, the pentose phosphate pathway and amino acid and nucleic acid
biosynthesis are among the most highly expressed. The pentose phosphate pathway (Fig.
11) begins with glucose and generates ribose 5-phosphate and fructose 6-phosphate. The
genes in this pathway only make up a small part of the overall transcriptome (~1%) but
are some of the most highly expressed genes in the transcriptome (top 0.5% of the
transcriptome) at all collected parasite developmental stages. This pathway generates
important precursors for amino acid and nucleic acid biosynthesis. The metabolites
produced by amino acid and nucleic acid biosynthesis are necessary for cellular and
nuclear division, cell functioning, and cell growth. Like the pentose phosphate pathway,
the majority of genes in the amino acid and nucleic acid pathways are highly expressed
(top 1% of the transcriptome) (Fig. 12).
All genes were compared to the earliest collected stage of parasite infection
(external parasite diameter 150 µm). Transcriptional regulation in C. polysiphoniae
tended to be in response to acquiring energy and metabolites (i.e. endocytosis) and using
or storing that energy (i.e. fatty acid biosynthesis and glycolysis). Genes involved in
transcription and translation generally were not significantly regulated expect in the latter
half of the infection, when C. polysiphoniae begins to develop reproductive structures
(Fi. 7-8, 10).
Regulation and expression of endocytosis and membrane transporters are essential
for C. polysiphoniae to obtain the nutrients necessary to fuel its growth. Several different
types of sugar transporters are consistently expressed throughout parasite development
(Fig. 13) bringing many simple saccharides into parasite cells. To import larger
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molecules, a more involved import mechanism is necessary. Components of the
endocytosis pathway are significantly upregulated or significantly downregulated
throughout parasite development (Fig. 14). The genes involved in the formation,
processing, and sorting of vesicles and the early endosome were upregulated (i.e.
K07889, K07891), while genes responsible for the formation of the late endosome and
lysosome were downregulated (i.e. K11866, K12190).
Once photosynthate is brought into the cell, it is broken down into its glucose
components and used to fuel C. polysiphoniae metabolism. The majority of the glycolysis
pathway is not significantly regulated, except for four genes in the pathway that were
upregulated and one that was downregulated as development proceeds (Fig. 15). Pyruvate
kinase (K00873), phosphofructokinase (K00895), phosphoglycerate mutase (K01834),
and fructose 1,6-bisphosphatase I (K03841) were all upregulated as the parasite infection
develops. Fructose-bisphophate aldolase (K01623) was downregulated particularly in the
middle of C. polysiphoniae infection. After passing through glycolysis, fatty acids are
generated for cellular structures and energy storage. Fatty acid biosynthesis and
elongation was upregulated at the beginning of the infection before being downregulated
at the end (i.e. K01962, K02160, K03921) (Fig. 16). Genes involved in fatty acid
elongation (i.e. K10703, K10246) and degradation (i.e. K00249, K01782) are upregulated
through most of parasite development, but are most significantly upregulated at the end
(Fig. 16).
Progression through developmental stages and responding to environmental
signals is dependent upon the transcriptional and translational response of C.
polysiphoniae. Transcription factors (i.e. K07735, K03141) and the spliceosome (i.e.
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K12829, K12856, K12821) were upregulated throughout parasite development, while
transcriptional and translational machinery were either significantly downregulated (i.e.
K14721, K03145) in the latter half of parasite infection or not highly regulated (i.e.
K05692, K02881, K02918) (Fig. 17). Potentially triggered by a change in parasite
development, there was an upregulation in the majority of transcription and translation
genes when the parasite switches from somatic to reproductive growth (Fig. 7-8, 17).

DISCUSSION
Historically, red algal parasitism has been inferred based on the limited morphological
characteristics available, with the most significant characters being its attachment to the
host and its lack of pigmentation (Setchell 1923, Goff 1982). The formation of pit
connections and intimate associations between the internal parasite structures and host
cells satisfies part of the definition of parasitism. However, the reliance of the parasite
upon the host and any potential harm to the host has almost always been assumed based
on the lack of pigmentation in red algal parasites.
Dependence of red algal parasites on their host(s) was determined by a number of
translocation experiments that followed the movement of 14C through host and parasite
tissue (Callow et al. 1979, Goff 1979a). After an initial period of photosynthesis in the
presence of 14C, radioactivity of the parasite consistently increased (Callow et al. 1979).
However, the mechanisms by which photosynthate is transferred between host and
parasite remained unclear. A combination of 14C-labelled experiments and electron
microscopy on the archaeplastic parasite Harveyella mirabilis led Goff to hypothesize
that nutrients from the host were being released into the cell wall matrix and then were
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taken up by the parasite through diffusion, active transport, or endocytosis (Goff 1979b,
1979a).
The Choreocolax polysiphoniae transcriptome illustrates that it is still actively
carrying out the vast majority of the cellular functions it requires (i.e. amino acid and
nucleic acid biosynthesis Fig. 12). However, because of its loss of photosynthesis
(Salomaki et al. 2015), C. polysiphoniae is dependent upon Vertebrata lanosa for
photosynthate. The combination of morphological and molecular techniques enabled a
more intimate investigation into the functioning of individual host-parasite pairs to better
understand the physical relationship between C. polysiphoniae and V. lanosa and the
genetic mechanisms underlying the parasite’s transfer of photosynthate from the host to
fuel its development.
The mechanisms for acquiring starch from the host have remained unclear despite
translocation experiments confirming the transfer of photosynthate from host to parasite
(Callow et al. 1979, Goff 1979b). The proposed methods for photosynthate transfer—
diffusion, active transport, and endocytosis (Goff 1979a)—all play a role in the ability of
C. polysiphoniae to obtain floridean starch from V. lanosa. At the onset of infection
simple saccharides likely diffuse across the parasite membranes, but as the internal cells
of the parasite (Fig. 2, 4) infect the host, a much larger pool of metabolites is accessed.
From here, host generated starch is leaked into the intercellular space and actively
transported into the internal parasite filaments (Fig. 2, 4-6) by saccharide transporters
(Fig. 13) and endocytosis (Fig. 14). These same pathways transfer floridean starch and
other polysaccharides between parasite cells allowing it to accumulate in the external
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body of the parasite (Fig. 5) and ultimately, the reproductive units of the parasite (Fig. 78).
Much of cellular metabolism depends on the processing of glucose through
glycolysis—providing products that fuel other metabolic pathways. After floridean starch
is imported into parasite cells and enzymatically broken down into its glucose
components, it is shuttled through glycolysis and the pentose phosphate pathway. In C.
polysiphoniae, the genes that further move glucose through glycolysis are downregulated.
Fructose-bisphosphate aldolase is significantly downregulated (Fig. 15) hindering the
conversion of fructose to glyceraldehyde and the remaining steps of glycolysis and
carbohydrate metabolism. The upregulation of phosphofructokinase and fructose-1,6bisphosphate I creates a cyclical switch between fructose-6P and fructose-1,6P2 (Fig. 15).
This conversion prevents glycolysis from proceeding efficiently and generates
metabolites involved in other metabolic pathways, including those of the pentose
phosphate pathway. Throughout C. polysiphoniae development, glucose is preferentially
shuttled through the pentose phosphate pathway rather than glycolysis as evidenced by its
high and constant expression. The pentose phosphate pathway produces ribose-5P and
fructose-6P (also generated by glycolysis) (Fig. 11, 15), which are both essential
precursors for the generation of amino acids and nucleic acids. Amino acid and nucleic
acid biosynthesis are tightly controlled pathways and their consistent expression (Fig. 12)
suggests that there is a high demand for these molecules throughout C. polysiphoniae
development. In addition to their role in cellular and nuclear division, nucleic acids and
amino acids are required for transcription and translation. Transcription and translation
are the molecular mechanisms by which all cells respond to environmental and internal
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signals. The spliceosome and transcription factors promote the translation of DNA to
RNA and process it into mature mRNA sequences for translation. Their upregulation
(Fig. 17) aids in controlling gene expression and responding rapidly to developmental or
environmental triggers. The upregulation of transcriptional and translational machinery
about six weeks post-infection (Fig. 17) coincides with the switch from somatic to
reproductive development in the parasite (Fig. 5-8), which likely entailed the expression
of new genes and the generation of new proteins. The functioning of each of these
pathways in C. polysiphoniae—from glycolysis to transcription and translation—are
highly dependent upon the acquisition of glucose from V. lanosa—made possible by the
expression of saccharide transporters and the endocytotic pathways.
Despites its reliance on photosynthate, floridean starch is not the only fuel source
for C. polysiphoniae. Fatty acid biosynthesis includes the production and degradation of
molecules used for cellular structures and energy storage. At the beginning of parasite
development, generation and elongation of fatty acids was upregulated (Fig. 16)—
creating structural and storage molecules for C. polysiphoniae, while it has access to the
abundant floridean starch of V. lanosa. During the end of the infection, fatty acid
synthesis was downregulated while fatty acid degradation was upregulated (Fig. 16). The
energy stored in glycerolipids at the beginning of the infection are being consumed at the
end, likely ensuring the final development of the parasite and successful release of C.
polysiphoniae spores.
To some extent all three of Goff’s (1979b) proposed pathways for floridean starch
transfer appear to be occurring, however, the mass accumulation of sugars and starch by
C. polysiphoniae is an active process confirmed histologically by the concentration
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gradient between host and parasite (Fig. 5-6) and transcriptionally by the expression of
saccharide transporters and the endocytosis pathway (Fig. 13-14). The combined
methodological approach facilitated a detailed study of individual host-parasite pairs to
better understand the connections between infection mechanisms and parasite
development. Visualizing the morphological development of the parasite and
comprehending how the internal parasite filaments interact with and infect host cells
supplemented the transcriptional study that uncovered the active processes by which
nutrients are accumulated and used to fuel the infection. Although there are two
independent evolutionary pathways to parasitism in red algae (Salomaki & Lane 2019)
these data provide the first insight into how these unusual parasite function to obtain host
derived metabolites and fuel their growth and reproduction.
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Table 1: Transcriptome and assembly metrics for C. polysiphoniae. Assembly metrics
calculated using Transrate (v. 1.0.3) (Smith-Unna et al. 2016). Transcriptome
completeness was assessed using the eukaryote BUSCO database (v. 3.0.2) (Waterhouse
et al. 2017).
Contigs/Transcripts

494,772

Longest Transcript

19,501

Shortest Transcript

201

Number of transcripts over 1K

116,185

Number of transcripts with ORF

213,538

%GC

47%
BUSCO Parameters

Complete

Total

67.3%

Single Copy

33.3%

Duplicated

34.0%

Fragmented

21.5%

Missing

11.2%
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polysiphoniae infection. Differentially expressed genes were identified using DESeq2 (v. 1.24.0) (Love et al. 2014), annotated, and
given functional assignments using available databases and KEGG (Kanehisa et al. 2016).
Compared
Differentially
Total
Transcripts
Percent
stages of

Expressed

development

Transcripts

Annotations

with KEGG

Annotated

Annotations

with KEGG

(in µm)

Term

150-200

114

103

76

66.6%

genes

150-300

70

54

32

45.7%

150-400

158

138

110

69.6%

150-500

363

297

253

69.7%

150-600

143

103

83

58.0%

150-700

164

133

118

71.9%

150-800

279

194

144

51.6%

Downregulated

150-200

347

339

258

74.3%

Genes

150-300

134

129

92

68.6%

150-400

204

196

147

72.0%

150-500

2367

2307

1673

70.6%

150-600

790

765

541

68.4%

150-700

1064

1029

758

71.2%

150-800

1029

964

700

68.0%

100

Upregulated

1

Figure 1: 3D model of C. polysiphoniae with an external parasite size of 600 µm. Model
was reconstructed using 95 plastic embedded and stained sections and the IMOD
program. The external body of the parasite is light blue and the internal filaments that
spread between and infect host cells are in pink. Both internal and external structures
develop simultaneously throughout the C. polysiphoniae infection.
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Figure 2: Side view of a 3D model of C. polysiphoniae with an external diameter of 600
µm. Model was reconstructed using 95 plastic embedded and stained sections and the
IMOD program. The external body of the parasite is light blue and the internal filaments
that spread between and infect host cells are in pink, Vertebrata lanosa is in green. This
view of the model clearly shows that the internal filaments of C. polysiphoniae do not
extend vast distances in the host, contrary to suggestions made in earlier studies (Callow
et al 1979).
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Figure 3-8: Developmental progression of the C. polysiphoniae infection stained with
periodic acid and Schiff’s reagent. Photos are oriented so that C. polysiphoniae is on top
of V. lanosa. Scale bar is 50 µm. Filamentous C. polysiphoniae cells growing between
host cells and surrounding the axial cell are indicated with an arrow.
Figure 3: C. polysiphoniae at the earliest stage of development observed in this study
(external parasite body size 153 µm). The parasite cells in the external body are loosely
structured. Some parasite cells can be seen between and underneath the paraxial cells
directly underneath the site of infection. The external parasite cells are stained lightly,
indicating a low concentration of floridean starch. The parasite cells penetrating between
host cells are stained slightly darker, a result of potentially beginning to draw on host
resources. Here, the host cells are full of starch, particularly the axial cell where
individual floridean starch granules can be visualized.
Figure 4: C. polysiphoniae beginning to establish the infection (external parasite body
size 190 µm). The parasite cells are stained darker than previous stages showing that the
parasite has begun to accumulate starch. The penetrating C. polysiphoniae filamentous
cells are now growing around the axial cell of V. lanosa, which serves as its main source
of starch.
Figure 5: C. polysiphoniae development (external parasite body size 430 µm). The
parasite cells are stained extremely dark—a visual representation of the high
concentrations of polysaccharides and floridean starch in these cells. There is also a
significant amount of intercellular floridean starch in the external body of the parasite and
surrounding the axial cell of V. lanosa. Parasite cells in the external body of the parasite
are highly pit connected to one another (*).
Figure 6: C. polysiphoniae development (external parasite body size 520 µm). The
parasite cells remain darkly stained and floridean starch is still present in the intercellular
space of the parasite. C. polysiphoniae filamentous cells have swarmed the axial cell of
V. lanosa, dislodging some host cells, now trapped in the external body of the parasite
(*).
Figure 7: C. polysiphoniae reproduction (external parasite body size 600 µm). This crosssection is through a portion of the parasite not attached to the host. The carposporophyte
of C. polysiphoniae has begun to develop (*). The somatic cells of the parasite and the
intercellular space retain high concentrations of floridean starch. As development of these
reproductive structures continues, floridean starch will move from the somatic cells to the
carpospores.
Figure 8: C. polysiphoniae reproduction (external parasite body size 840 µm). The
tetraspores of C. polysiphoniae have developed. Now the tetraspores are darkly stained
showing how the high concentrations of floridean starch have moved from the parasite’s
somatic cells to their tetraspores. The concentration of floridean starch in the host,
especially that of the axial cell, has been reduced.
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Figure 9: Principal component analysis (PCA) demonstrating gene expression patterns in C. polysiphoniae during development. PCA
analyzed distances between samples resulting from regularized log transformed counts. None of the developmental stages of C.
polysiphoniae cluster independently of one another, instead heavily overlapping. The overlapping confidence ellipses of this PCA
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Figure 10: Heatmap illustrating gene expression patterns in C. polysiphoniae during
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of expression patterns. Rows represent the annotated genes for differential gene
expression analysis clustered by expression patterns.
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Figure 14: Heatmap showing changes in gene expression patterns in endocytosis during
C. polysiphoniae development. The heatmap contains genes involved in membrane
transport, endocytosis, and membrane trafficking. Overall these pathways are upregulated
during parasite development with genes involved in late endosomal sorting
downregulated. Membrane transport and endocytosis mechanisms are essential for C.
polysiphoniae to obtain the necessary nutrients from V. lanosa to fuel its development.
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Figure 16: Heatmap showing changes in gene expression for the biosynthesis of fatty
acids. Genes involved in fatty acid biosynthesis are upregulated most at the beginning of
parasite development, when the parasite has access to a large pool of energy rich
metabolites (K01962, K02160, K03921). Genes involved in fatty acid degradation are
upregulated at the end of parasite development as the parasite likely consumes them to
fuel the last stages of reproductive development and spore release (K00249, K01782).
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Figure 17: Heatmap showing the changes in gene expression associated with transcription
and translation in C. polysiphoniae development. Transcription factors and the
spliceosome were upregulated whereas transcription and translation machinery were
downregulated. The overall upregulation of transcription and translation genes when the
diameter of the external parasite was 600 µm (150 v. 600) is coordinated to the
morphological development of reproductive structures, which likely requires expression
of new genes and generation of new proteins.
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ABSTRACT
Despite over a century of research on red algal parasites, little is known about the
interplay between host and parasite cells throughout the infection. Red algal parasite
research has rightly focused on the parasite but has often neglected to study the parasites
partner—the host—and its role in the success of the parasite. Vertebrata lanosa is host to
the red algal parasite Choreocolax polysiphoniae and epiphytic on the brown alga
Ascophyllum nodosum. In this study, microscopy and transcriptomics were used to
understand the changes in gene expression due to infection and in response to the
developing parasite as well as the physical interactions between host and parasite cells
and morphological changes in the host in response to infection. Staining with periodic
acid and Schiff’s reagent showed how saccharides and floridean starch transfer into the
intercellular space around infected cells. Compared to uninfected host, infected V. lanosa
cells have down-regulated genes involved in carbohydrate metabolism and
photosynthesis, but up-regulated genes involved in translation and endocytosis. The
development of C. polysiphoniae would result in the death of infected host cells if not for
the creation of a concentration gradient and nutrient transfer from uninfected V. lanosa.
In general, the host response to infection is limited—is C. polysiphoniae an expert
parasite or is V. lanosa not trying to prevent the theft of its photosynthate? The
transcriptional and histological host response to infection confirms the parasitic nature of
C. polysiphoniae and the role of V. lanosa in its successful development.
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INTRODUCTION
The diversity of parasites throughout the tree of life necessitates a variety of hosts for
them to infect. Found in the Florideophyceae, red algal parasites are uncommonly closely
related to their red algal host. Some parasitic red algae and their hosts, like
Gracilariophila oryzoides and Gracilariopsis andersonii are considered sister species and
share a recent common ancestor. Others, like Choreocolax polysiphoniae and Vertebrata
lanosa are only found within the same family. A significant portion of red algal parasite
research has focused on the parasite—mainly defined by its morphological features—and
has disregarded or made assumptions about its interactions with their host. The hosts
response to infection and its interaction with the parasite need to be considered as a
meaningful component in defining red algal parasites and understanding their
development.
Vertebrata lanosa is a photosynthetic obligate red algal epiphyte found on the
brown alga Ascophyllum nodosum and host to one of the earliest discovered red algal
parasites, Choreocolax polysiphoniae. The morphologies of uninfected V. lanosa and C.
polysiphoniae are fairly well understood, but a gap remains in understanding the changes
in and interactions of infected host and parasite cells. However, a few studies have made
attempts to understand the potential effects of parasitism on V. lanosa. During his early
examinations of C. polysiphoniae, Richards (1890) noted that V. lanosa, particularly
heavily parasitized specimens, were paler and had fewer, smaller growing tips. It was
thought that the reduced growth and shriveling of terminal branches might be due to
insufficient nourishment of V. lanosa during C. polysiphoniae infection (Richards 1890).
Sectioning of the parasite established that C. polysiphoniae did not penetrate into host
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cells (like Harveyella mirabilis (Sturch 1899)), but instead formed pit connections with
V. lanosa (Sturch 1926). This was confirmed by a later ultrastructural examination of C.
polysiphoniae that showed many pit connections between host and parasite cells
(Kugrens and West 1973). This study also inspected infected V. lanosa and observed
some irregular cell division and cell wall thickening in response to the infection or the
formation of pit connections (Kugrens and West 1973). However, these investigations
looked at mature parasites where the infection has already been established. What other
physical and genomic responses to infection are occurring during the establishment and
development of C. polysiphoniae?
In their attempt to prevent an infection from taking hold, a number of
morphological and genomic changes have been observed in other non-algal host-parasite
systems. Barriers provide the first line of defense against infection. Barriers like skin and
cell walls prevent pathogens from entering the body or cell (Janeway et al. 2001). These
parasites must first pass this first formidable roadblock in order to enter the host and
initiate the infection. The secondary response to infection can be non-specific or specific.
Non-specific responses are localized and generalized, like the hypersensitive response
and oxidative bursts or non-specific immune cells (Janeway et al. 2001, Amsler 2008).
Specific responses are induced by virulence factors or antigens and are part of the
adaptive immune system (Janeway et al. 2001). Parasites may avoid these secondary
responses to infection by avoiding detection by the host. In order to respond to a
developing infection, the host must be able to determine that it is being infected and
identify infectious organisms. Red algae have cell wall barriers and some species have
been shown to exhibit a hypersensitive response or oxidative burst during infection by
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bacteria, oomycetes, or other pathogens (Weinberger & Friedlander 2000, Im et al. 2019).
But the host response to red algal parasite infection is still uncertain.
As one of the most common and well-studied archaeplastic parasites, C.
polysiphoniae is an important model for studying the development of archaeplastic red
algal parasites and the host’s response to infection. We employed a dual methodology to
understand the morphological and transcriptional changes in V. lanosa before and during
C. polysiphoniae infection. A histological approach allowed for the examination of
structural changes in V. lanosa and the presence and movement of metabolites in the host
during infection. With transcriptomics, we were able to identify patterns in genetic
expression in uninfected V. lanosa and the changes that occur post-infection and
throughout C. polysiphoniae development. This combination was necessary to piece
together a comprehensive description of the host’s response to infection. The host’s
response to parasite infection can inform on how the host morphologically and
genetically reacts to a developing infection and aid in defining red algal parasites as
parasites. Here we focus on how the morphological relationship between C.
polysiphoniae and V. lanosa and the transcriptional response to C. polysiphoniae
infection changes as the parasite grows.

METHODS
Sample Collection: V. lanosa infected by C. polysiphoniae and uninfected V. lanosa were
collected from Beavertail State Park, Jamestown, Rhode Island, USA (41˚ 21.040’N; -71˚
23.851’W). Samples for transcriptomic analyses were incubated for 24 hours at 12 ˚C
with a 12:12 light:dark cycle to alleviate any environmental factors resulting from the
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field. Host material with attached parasites were selected using an Integra® Miltex
disposable 3 mm biopsy punch and photographed. Microscopy samples were stored in
10% buffered formalin. Transcriptomics samples were flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and
stored at -80 ˚C.

Sectioning and Histology: Photographs of formalin stored samples were used to measure
the external parasite diameter and determine the relative age of the infection. Due to the
consistent growth rate of the external parasite body, its size can be used as a surrogate for
age. Host material and their attached parasites ranging from 100 µm to 1000 µm were
selected for plastic-resin embedding and sectioning. Samples were rinsed in phosphate
buffered saline overnight, dehydrated in an ascending ethanol series (to 95% ethanol),
and infiltrated overnight in glycol methacrylate resin (Technovit 7100, Electron
Microscopy Sciences; www.emsdiasum.com). Samples were then embedded in fresh
resin with the added polymerization agent. Section (5 µm thickness) were cut on a Leica
4M2265 motorized microtome with a tungsten carbide knife and individually mounted
out of distilled water onto clean slides. The slides were air-dried overnight and stained
with Periodic Acid and Schiff’s Reagent (Sigma Kit 395B). Slides were soaked in
periodic acid for 15 min, briefly dipped in distilled water, stained in Schiff’s reagent for
15 min and rinsed in running tap water for 1 min. Slides were air-dried overnight and
coverslipped with Entellan (Electron Microscopy Sciences). Sections were imaged using
an Olympus BX40 compound microscope, a Leica EC4 camera, and Leica Application
Suite (v. 3.4.0) imaging software. Three-dimensional models of the parasite were created
from serial sections aligned in FIJI (Schindelin et al. 2009) using the plugin StackReg
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(Thévenaz et al. 1998) that were imported into IMOD (v. 4.9) where important features
of the infection were outlined and modeled.

RNA Extraction and Sequencing: Photographs of flash frozen samples were used to
measure the diameter of the external parasite. Samples of host material with attached
parasites ranging from 150 µm to 800 µm in diameter were selected in triplicate. mRNA
was extracted from these samples using the MALBAC single cell transcriptomics
protocol (Chapman et al. 2015) with a modified cell lysis step. Samples were hand
ground in the lysis buffer using a Corning Axygen® PES-15-B-SI disposable tissue
grinder pestle in a 1.5 mL centrifuge tube and then transferred to a PCR tube. After cell
lysis the Chapman et al. (2015) protocol was followed unchanged. Amplified cDNA was
cleaned and concentrated using the Macherey-Nagel PCR Cleanup Kit and Protocol.
Sequencing was performed on the Illumina HiSeq 2500 using bridge amplification at the
University of Maryland School of Medicine Institute for Genome Sciences.

De Novo Transcriptome Assembly: All sequence data was first filtered (sequence
trimming and cleaning) using the Trimmomatic program (v. 0.36) (Bolger et al. 2014).
Filtered reads were deduplicated using BBTools Dedupe (v. 37.36) (Bushnell,
sourceforge.net/projects/bbmap/) and assembled using the de novo transcriptome
assembly program Trinity (v. 2.8.4) (Grabherr et al. 2013). Transcriptome metrics were
calculated with Transrate (v. 1.0.3) (Smith-Unna et al. 2016). Bacterial, viral, and other
contamination was identified and removed using Diamond (v. 0.9.23) (Buchfink et al.
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2015) and Centrifuge (v. 1.0.3) (Kim et al. 2016). The final transcriptome for V. lanosa
contains contigs from uninfected material, as well as host material from each stage of the
parasite infection. This transcriptome was run through BUSCO (v. 3.0.2) (Waterhouse et
al. 2018) and compared to the eukaryote database.

Differential Gene Expression Analysis: Read counts were generated through Salmon (v.
0.10.2) (Patro et al. 2017) using the trimmed reads and final transcriptome as input. These
read counts were passed through DESeq2 (v. 1.24.0) (Love et al. 2014) to identify
differentially expressed genes (p-value < 0.05 and log2 fold change ±2). Annotation of
the transcriptome and differentially expressed genes was carried out using available algal
genomes and transcriptomes, the Alga-PrAS database (Kurotani et al. 2017), and data
from NCBI. Functional annotation and pathway analysis were carried out using KEGG
(Kanehisa et al. 2016).

RESULTS
Morphological Development: Vertebrata lanosa is both an obligate epiphyte of the brown
algae Ascophyllum nodosum and host for the red algal parasite Choreocolax
polysiphoniae. The thallus of V. lanosa is composed of a series of 12 to 24 ovoid paraxial
cells that surround a large spherical axial cell (Fig. 1). The external paraxial cells are
pigmented a dark red, with several photosynthetic plastids, while the axial cell is
unpigmented and mainly serves as storage.
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Infected V. lanosa has few morphological differences from uninfected V. lanosa.
Uninfected V. lanosa paraxial cells are evenly spaced and shaped, connected to the axial
cell via pit connections (Fig. 1). This morphology is generally unchanged by infection.
As C. polysiphoniae filaments penetrate between the paraxial host cells and surround the
axial cell, the proliferation of parasite cells dislodges the paraxial cells where they
become surrounded and often trapped at the base of the external parasite structure (Fig. 23). The displaced paraxial cells develop a thicker cell wall, may become more irregularly
shaped, and occasionally form pit connections with nearby C. polysiphoniae cells (Fig. 45). The location of the host cell in the parasite body appears to determine their response.
Host cells at the base of the external parasite body form thick cell walls that prevent
parasite connections (Fig. 4) whereas host cells pushed further into the external parasite
body form pit connections with parasite cells (Fig. 5). The axial cells of V. lanosa near
the site of infection are enveloped by filamentous C. polysiphoniae cells (Fig. 6-7). As
the number of parasite cells increases and the infection progresses, the axial cell may
begin to shrink (Fig. 8), a process made more conspicuous by the elongation of pit
connections between the paraxial and axial cells.
Infected and uninfected V. lanosa were embedded in plastic resin, sectioned at a
5µm thickness, and stained with periodic acid and Schiff’s reagent to identify the location
of floridean starch during the infection. In uninfected V. lanosa the paraxial cells contain
several floridean starch granules, but much of the starch present is not condensed into
these starch grains (Fig. 9). The uninfected axial cell contains considerable amounts of
starch, with the majority of it stored in starch grains (Fig. 9). During the early stages of
the infection, when C. polysiphoniae is just beginning to develop internal filaments, there
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is little to no change in the distribution of starch in V. lanosa. However, as the infection
progresses and C. polysiphoniae expands further into the host, the starch reserves—
particularly in the axial cell—begin to be drawn upon by the parasite (Fig. 10). Starch
begins to diffuse from the storage granules in the axial cell to the intracellular space
where it is taken up and transported by the parasite. An increased amount of starch also
appears in the intracellular space of neighboring uninfected host axial cells in a gradient
that suggests the transfer of starch from uninfected to infected V. lanosa (Fig. 7, 11). In
the paraxial cells not displaced by the parasite, there is no observable change in their
quantity of starch, potentially because they are not a great source of starch for the parasite
when compared to the axial cells (Fig. 12). For the V. lanosa paraxial cells trapped in the
parasite, the fate of their starch is dependent upon whether or not they are pit connected
to parasite cells. If the paraxial cells are not connected to parasite cells, then their starch
reserves appear much like uninfected paraxial cells (Fig. 4). Where paraxial cells are
connected to and infected by C. polysiphoniae, the concentration of starch, especially the
floridean starch granules, is dramatically diminished (Fig. 5).

Differential Gene Expression: Assembly metrics are summarized in Table 1. The
Vertebrata lanosa transcriptome contained 355,452 transcripts from uninfected V. lanosa
and 369,540 transcripts from infected host. There was a high level of transcript similarity
between uninfected and infected V. lanosa with the final combined transcriptome
containing 374,511 unique transcripts. Comparison of this assembly to the eukaryote
BUSCO database (v. 3.0.2) (Waterhouse et al. 2018) found it to be 56.4% complete with
27.4% fragmented and 16.2% orthologs missing. While the use of a single cell
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transcriptomics method enabled a more accurate analysis of infected host cells, it may
have resulted in fragmented transcripts, which likely contributed to the large number of
contigs in the transcriptome and the high percentage of fragmented reads in the BUSCO
analysis.
While the majority of the V. lanosa transcriptome was expressed whether it was
infected or uninfected, there were numerous transcripts unique to each condition. The
combined assembly contained 6,810 uninfected contigs and 20,899 infected contigs. Of
the annotated contigs, there were 1,212 transcripts exclusive to the uninfected V. lanosa
transcriptome and 1,405 distinct transcripts in the infected V. lanosa transcriptome. The
transcripts found only in the uninfected transcriptome belong to pathways and cellular
functions that are not expressed as a result of the developing infection. The transcripts
unique to the infected transcriptome increase the number of saccharide transporters and
significantly increase the number of genes involved in ubiquitin mediated proteolysis.
The differentially expressed genes and annotation data are summarized in Table 2.
On average, 75.25% of the differentially expressed genes were annotated with the NCBI
and Alga-PrAS databases, with 57.75% of those transcripts being assigned a KEGG Term
(Table 2) (Kanehisa et al. 2016). Of the genes annotated with KEGG terms, there are 743
transcripts (13%) that are significantly differentially expressed between infected and
uninfected V. lanosa. To accommodate for the high number of zero counts characteristic
of single cell transcriptomics data, samples were pre-filtered and normalized in DESeq2
to minimize differences between samples with zero and low counts (Supplemental Fig.
5).
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The principal components analysis of the differentially expressed genes illustrates
the high similarity between infected V. lanosa as the confidence ellipses are heavily
overlapping (Fig. 13). The uninfected host clusters with infected host from the earliest
stages of parasite infection. The greatest amount of variation between uninfected and
infected host are similar, likely a result of the overall similarity in the transcriptome. The
heatmap shows the regularized log transformed gene counts for uninfected and infected
V. lanosa with rows and columns clustered based on similar expression patterns (Fig. 14).
Gene expression patterns were fairly consistent between uninfected and infected host and
during parasite infection. Most replicate samples (columns) do not cluster together,
however the uninfected host often clusters with infected V. lanosa from the earliest stages
of infection (Fig. 14).
All transcripts were compared to uninfected V. lanosa to identify significant
changes in gene expression associated with the development of Choreocolax
polysiphoniae. Transcriptional regulation in infected V. lanosa tended to be in response to
the formation of cellular structures (i.e. glycerophospholipid and inositol metabolism)
and in the use (i.e. glycolysis and fatty acid biosynthesis) and acquisition of energy (i.e.
photosynthesis and endocytosis).
A combination of carbohydrate and lipid metabolisms generate molecules that aid
in the construction of cell membranes. Inositol and glycerophospholipid metabolisms
generate myo-Inositol, glycerolipids, and cardiolipin. Genes that generate myo-Inositol
(i.e. K00999, K01092, K15422) are all expressed at higher rates in infected host than
those in uninfected V. lanosa (Fig. 15). However, the gene that converts glucose to myoInositol (K01858) is less expressed in infected V. lanosa. The genes involved in the
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glycerophospholipid pathway tended to be upregulated in V. lanosa during the early
stages of parasite infection and then downregulated at the end (i.e. K00630, K13523,
K06130) (Fig. 16).
As a primary producer, V. lanosa uses photosynthesis and light to generate energy
and sugars to fuel cell metabolism and growth, but this capacity is reduced throughout the
infection. When infected, the genes involved in photosynthesis were overall
downregulated during the development of the parasite (Fig. 17). During the first stages of
parasite infection, genes involved in photosystem II (i.e. K02710, K02716, K02719) were
briefly upregulated before being downregulated for the remainder of the infection (Fig.
17). Other genes involved in carbon fixation (i.e. K01610, K01624) and photosynthesis
(i.e. K08903, K02703) are downregulated for the entirety of the infection (Fig. 17).
With an overall reduction in photosynthetic activity, infected V. lanosa also
experiences downregulation of its carbohydrate metabolic pathways. The genes involved
in glycolysis are significantly downregulated during C. polysiphoniae development. The
steps immediately following carbon fixation in photosynthetic organisms, converting
Glycerate-3P into pyruvate are among the most significantly downregulated (K15634,
K01834, K15633) (Fig. 18). While not significantly upregulated, there is an increased
expression for genes that generate glyceraldehyde into glycerate, a precursor for some
amino acids (i.e. K00927) (Fig. 18).
The reduced photosynthetic efficiency and carbohydrate metabolism results in a
decreased production and processing of glucose, including a decreased production of
floridean starch. Excess photosynthate is stored in floridean starch granules, but in
infected V. lanosa where photosynthesis and glycolysis expression were significantly
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downregulated, expression the genes involved in starch metabolism are also decreased
(Fig. 19). The formation of starch (K13679), the breakdown of sucrose (K00690), and the
formation of cellobiose (K01179, K19668) in infected V. lanosa are all expressed at
lower levels than in uninfected host (Fig. 19).
Fatty acids are important energy storage and structural molecules for the survival
of V. lanosa during C. polysiphoniae infection. Fatty acid biosynthesis can produce
glycerophospholipids or glycerolipids, while fatty acid degradation breaks these
molecules down for energy. The majority of fatty acid biosynthesis was significantly
downregulated in infected V. lanosa throughout the entirety of the infection (i.e. K0392,
K10782, K10258, K02160) with some genes upregulated (i.e. K07512) (Fig. 20). About
halfway through the development of the parasite, fatty acid degradation was upregulated
in infected V. lanosa (i.e. K00249, K07516) (Fig. 20).
Infected V. lanosa is not able to maintain its normal metabolic activity and
support a developing parasite infection with a diminished photosynthetic efficiency.
Infected V. lanosa cells are able to obtain the nutrients essential to their continued cell
functioning using the endocytosis pathway. Compared to uninfected host, the genes
involved in the uncoating (K03283) and early processing (i.e. K18466, K07897) of
imported metabolites are significantly upregulated (Fig. 21). The genes involved in
membrane recycling (i.e. K07891) and late endosome sorting (i.e. K12188) were
downregulated throughout the development of the parasite (Fig. 21). In the uninfected
transcriptome, numerous genes are expressed for the exocytosis pathway—a probable
mechanism for the transfer of nutrients from uninfected to infected V. lansoa.
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DISCUSSION
The host response to red algal parasite infection determines whether or not the
developing parasite will successfully reach reproductive maturity. However, red algal
parasite has concentrated on mature parasites and made assumptions about their parasitic
nature based on morphological features. How the host reacts when infects reveals the
host’s barriers to infection and how it is affected by parasite development and function.
Aside from one study that discovered the theft of host plastid by neoplastic parasites
(adelphoparasites) (Goff & Coleman 1995), studies of the host response to parasitic red
algae have been limited to observations of host morphology. The work presented here is
the first to investigate the transcriptional responses and morphological changes of a red
algal host (Vertebrata lanosa) to a red algal parasite infection (Choreocolax
polysiphoniae).
The single cell transcriptomics approach used in this study enabled a more
intimate investigation of the responses of a single host-parasite pair to the development of
a parasite infection. However, due to the development of the parasite, the earliest time
point included is a week and a half post-infection. This limited our ability to understand
the immediate effects of parasitism on the host or the initial barriers V. lanosa may
engage to prevent the development of C. polysiphoniae. Few morphological responses
were present and a secondary response like the production of halogenated compounds,
the upregulation of stress receptors or chaperone proteins, or antioxidants that might have
protected host cells from an oxidative burst were all absent in our dataset. Acquisition of
earlier time points in the development of C. polysiphoniae may uncover more rigorous
host defenses.
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A week and a half after C. polysiphoniae infected V. lanosa there were minimal
morphological and transcriptional changes that appear to have little success in deterring
parasite infection. The majority of V. lanosa cells are not physically altered by infection,
although some paraxial cells, mainly those trapped in the external body of the parasite
(Fig. 2), do develop thicker cell walls (Fig. 4-5). The thicker cell walls provide a barrier
to C. polysiphoniae likely making it more difficult for the parasite to form a pit
connection and infect the host cell. These thicker cell membranes are in part produced by
the increased expression of glycerophospholipid and inositol metabolisms (Fig. 15-16).
myo-Inositol is an important component of numerous structural lipids and
glycerophospholipids are among the main components of biological membranes (Talebi
et al. 2015).
Plastid dedifferentiation, the reduction of photosynthetic plastids to an organelle
containing a nucleus and a few thylakoids, has been well documented between species of
red algal and in red algal host-parasite relationships (Koslowsky & Waaland 1987, Goff
1995). This process has been observed in other red algal parasites related to C.
polysiphoniae (Goff 1976), but not yet in C. polysiphoniae. Plastid dedifferentiation
converts a photosynthetic plastid to a non-photosynthetic one and would explain the
observed downregulation of photosynthesis in infected V. lanosa. Overall photosynthesis
and carbon fixation were downregulated in infected V. lanosa (Fig. 17). The upregulation
of V. lanosa genes involved in photosystem II at the beginning of the infection may have
been an attempt to repair the plastid as it begins to be broken down (Fig. 17). With the
loss of photosynthetic machinery, infected V. lanosa loses its ability to generate nutrients
necessary for its continuing cell metabolism.
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Photosynthesis produces glucose—the beginning product for carbohydrate
metabolism. In uninfected V. lanosa, glucose not shuttled through carbohydrate
metabolism is condensed into floridean starch granules. However, with a downregulation
of photosynthesis and a reduced input of glucose, both glycolysis and starch metabolism
are diminished in infected V. lanosa (Fig. 18-19). In glycolysis, the steps following the
input from photosynthesis and carbon fixation were significantly downregulated (Fig. 18)
reducing the ability of infected V. lanosa to produce nutrients and energy for cellular
activity. The downregulation of genes involved in the formation of starch (Fig. 19)
reduced the energy stores of infected V. lanosa with downstream consequences for
cellular activity.
Energy in V. lanosa is also stored in long chain saturated and unsaturated fatty
acids. Formation of these molecules through fatty acid biosynthesis was downregulated
throughout the development of the parasite (Fig. 20), with some genes upregulated at the
beginning of the infection. Some fatty acid energy stores may be generated at the
beginning of the infection, but any reserves V. lanosa had prior to infection by C.
polysiphoniae were utilized as the infection develops. Energy to fuel cell functions is
released as fatty acids are degraded, a process that is upregulated in infected V. lanosa
during the latter half of parasite development.
Infected V. lanosa is unable to store excess energy or nutrients in fatty acids or
floridean starch as these metabolites become scarcer as the infection proceeds. Available
molecules are utilized by both host and parasite. As a parasite, C. polysiphoniae lives on
V. lanosa and steals nutrients from it, causing localized harm to its host. With a reduction
in photosynthesis, infected V. lanosa cells are unable to generate energy and nutrients
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necessary to support the development of both V. lanosa and C. polysiphoniae. This would
lead to localized cell death if not for the uninfected V. lanosa cells that neighbor the
developing infection. As C. polysiphoniae actively transports floridean starch out of
infected V. lanosa, a concentration gradient is established between uninfected and
infected V. lanosa (Fig. 7). Floridean starch, saccharides, and other metabolites are
shuttled from uninfected to infected V. lanosa using the exocytosis and endocytosis
pathways (Fig. 21) providing infected cells with the nutrients necessary to maintain
cellular functions and indirectly fueling parasite development. Because C. polysiphoniae
draws heavily upon the infected host cells, the established concentration gradient allows
for its infection to proceed successfully—the parasite reaches reproductive maturity
without killing its host.
A dual methodological approach, combining microscopy and transcriptomics,
enabled a comprehensive investigation of the methods employed by V. lanosa to survive
infection by C. polysiphoniae. The transcriptional activity of V. lanosa in many cases was
directly supported by observations from the morphological and histological data (Fig. 2,
4-5, 7, 15-16, 21). While unable to determine the earliest host responses to C.
polysiphoniae infection, some of the paraxial cells construct a barrier to prevent infection
(Fig. 4-5, 15-16). Ultimately, C. polysiphoniae is able to effectively manipulate both
uninfected and infected V. lanosa into fueling its development through the loss of
photosynthesis and the creation of a nutrient gradient (Fig. 7, 10-11, 17). In order to
definitively determine the parasitic nature of red algal parasites and the hurdles they must
overcome to reach reproductive maturity we must understand the host’s role in the
infection and the potential harm it may experience due to the parasite.
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Table 1: Transcriptome and assembly metrics for V. lanosa. Assembly metrics were
calculated using Transrate (v. 1.0.3) (Smith-Unna et al. 2016). The completeness of
the transcriptome was assessed using the eukaryote BUSCO database (v. 3.0.2)
(Waterhouse et al. 2017).

Contigs/Transcripts

382,273

Number of transcripts from uninfected V.

355,452

lanosa
Number of transcripts from infected V.

369,540

lanosa
Longest Transcript

32,048

Shortest Transcript

201

Number of transcripts over 1K

95,914

Number of transcripts with ORF

153,354

%GC

44%
BUSCO Parameters
Complete

Total

56.4%

Single Copy

29.0%

Duplicated

27.4%

Fragmented

27.4%

Missing

16.2%
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Table 2: Differentially expressed genes and their annotation percentages compared
between uninfected and infected V. lanosa. Differentially expressed genes were identified
using DESeq2 (v. 1.24.0) (Love et al. 2014), annotated and given functional assignments
using KEGG (Kanehisa et al. 2016).
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Percent
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Uninfected
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Figure 1: Cross section of uninfected V. lanosa. Small ovoid paraxial cells surround a
large central axial cell. Pit connections (arrows) between the axial and paraxial cells are
visible. Cells stained with periodic acid and Schiff’s reagents showing the large
concentration of floridean starch in the axial cell.
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Figure 2: 3D model of V. lanosa and C. polysiphoniae with an external parasite size of
600 µm. Model was reconstructed using 95 plastic embedded and stained sections with
the IMOD program. The external parasite is light blue, the external host is green, and the
V. lanosa cells trapped in the external body of the parasite are in yellow. The paraxial
cells directly below the parasite are displaced by the growth of the internal filaments
moving them into the developing external body of the parasite.
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Figure 3: Cross section of infected V. lanosa showing the trapped paraxial cells in the
external body of the parasite (arrows). Section stained with periodic acid and Schiff’s
reagent highlighting the concentration of starch in the trapped host cells, the high
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concentrations in the parasite cells, and in the intercellular space of the external parasite
body.
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Figure 4-5: Morphological response of V. lanosa to C. polysiphoniae infection stained
with periodic acid and Schiff’s reagent. Scale bar equals 50 µm.
Figure 4: V. lanosa cells that have been displaced by C. polysiphoniae cells and are
trapped in the parasite body. The small darkly stained cells are the floridean starch rich
parasite cells. The large oblong cell is V. lanosa (*). This cell is located at the base of the
parasite body (nearest the host) and has developed a thickened cell wall in response to the
infection. This cell has not formed any connection to C. polysiphoniae and retains its
starch. The cell shape has also elongated and lost its original ovoid shape.
Figure 5: V. lanosa cells that have been moved into the parasite body. The smaller deeply
stained cells belong to C. polysiphoniae. The round shaped cell belongs to V. lanosa. This
cell is located near the surface of the parasite body (furthest from the host) and has
developed pit connections with the parasite cells (*). The formation of pit connections
between host and parasite cells has led to the loss of starch in this V. lanosa cell. The cell
shape has become deformed through its displacement into the host.
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Figure 6: Two views of a 3D model of infected V. lanosa. Model was reconstructed using
95 plastic embedded and stained sections and the IMOD program. External V. lanosa is
green, the central V. lanosa axial cells are blue, and the internal C. polysiphoniae parasite
filaments are pink. This model shows how the internal cells of the parasite swarm and
surround the host axial cells during the development of the infection.
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Figure 7: Longitudinal cross-section through C. polysiphoniae and V. lanosa stained with
periodic acid and Schiff’s reagent. Infected V. lanosa is located between the dashed lines.
Uninfected V. lanosa is found outside this section. The external body of C. polysiphoniae
sits on top of V. lanosa with cells extending into and swarming around the axial cells of
V. lanosa directly below the parasites point of entry. The amount of floridean starch
stored in these axial cells has decreased when compared to uninfected cells. A gradient of
floridean starch can be seen from uninfected to infected V. lanosa, with starch
accumulating in the intercellular space around the infected V. lanosa cells. Scale bar
equals 50 µm.
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Figure 8: 3D model of infected V. lanosa. Model was reconstructed using 95 plastic
embedded and stained sections and the IMOD program. External V. lanosa is green and
the central V. lanosa axial cells are blue. The axial cell at the initial site of C.
polysiphoniae infection (in the middle) is noticeably smaller than the neighboring cells, a
morphological response to infection.
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Figure 9: Transverse cross-section through the thallus of uninfected V. lanosa stained
with periodic acid and Schiff’s reagent. The paraxial cells on the outside of the host are
lightly stained pink with saccharides with some floridean starch granules visible. The
central axial cell has most floridean starch stored in granules identifiable as the pink dots.
Scale bar equals 50 µm.
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Figure 10: 3D model of infected V. lanosa. Model was reconstructed using 95 plastic
embedded and stained sections and the IMOD program. External V. lanosa is green, the
central V. lanosa axial cells are blue, and the internal floridean starch is red. The axial
cells nearest the infection have reduced starch concentrations compared to uninfected or
distantly neighboring host axial cells.
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Figure 11: 3D model of infected V. lanosa and C. polysiphoniae. External V. lanosa is
green, external C. polysiphoniae is blue, and intercellular starch from neighboring and
infected V. lanosa is in white. Intercellular starch concentrations in V. lanosa increase
nearest the site of C. polysiphoniae infection.
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Figure 12: Transverse cross-section through the thallus of infected V. lanosa and C.
polysiphoniae stained with periodic acid and Schiff’s reagent. The paraxial cells directly
underneath the parasite infection have become distorted and displaced by the developing
parasite. The axial cell has some starch granules but is reduced compared to uninfected V.
lanosa. There is some intercellular starch present around the axial cell. The paraxial cells
opposite the site of infection appear unchanged by the parasite.
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Figure 13: Principal Components Analysis (PCA) plot illustrating the relationship between the biological replicates of uninfected V.
lanosa and infected V. lanosa throughout the development of the parasite. PCA results from distances between samples calculated
from regularized log transformed counts. Infected V. lanosa clusters together and are highly similar as evidenced by the overlapping
confidence ellipses. Uninfected V. lanosa clusters with the earliest collected stages of infected V. lanosa suggesting that gene
expression patterns in uninfected and early infected V. lanosa are similar.
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Figure 14: Heatmap illustrating gene expression patterns in V. lanosa during C.
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based on similarity of expression patterns. Rows represent the annotated genes for
differential gene expression analysis clustered by expression patterns. Uninfected V.
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Figure 15: Expression of genes in the inositol metabolism pathway. Boxplots illustrate
the upregulation of many genes involved in the generation of myo-inositol (K00999,
K01092, K15422) and the downregulation of the conversion of glucose to myo-inositol
(K01858). Infected V. lanosa is not using glucose to directly form myo-inositol for
structural cellular components.
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increased cellular membrane formation for infected and displaced V. lanosa cells.
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Figure 17: Heatmap showing changes in gene expression patterns in photosynthesis and
carbon fixation in V. lanosa during C. polysiphoniae infection. All stages of infected host
were compared against uninfected V. lanosa. Overall these pathways are downregulated
during parasite infection. Some genes for photosystem II were upregulated at the
beginning of the infection (K02710, K02716, K02719), likely an attempt to repair the
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Figure 18: Heatmap illustrating the changes in gene expression associated with glycolysis and the glycolysis pathway with associated
KEGG numbers. Most of the glycolysis pathway was significantly downregulated with an increased, but not significant, expression of
K00927, a step that produces amino acid biosynthesis precursors.
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Figure 19: Expression of genes involved in the metabolism of starch. Boxplots illustrate
the downregulation of genes in this pathway throughout parasite infection when
compared to uninfected V. lanosa. With a decrease in photosynthetic efficiency, infected
V. lanosa is not producing the glucose that is necessary to fuel cell metabolism and
generate floridean starch.
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Figure 20: Heatmap illustrating the changes in gene expression associated with fatty acid
biosynthesis and degradation. Much of fatty acid biosynthesis was downregulated
throughout the parasite infection. Fatty acid degradation (K00249, K07516) was
upregulated at the end of the parasite infection when infected V. lanosa are scavenging
their cells for metabolites and energy.
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Figure 21: Heatmap illustrating the changes in gene expression patterns in endocytosis in
infected V. lanosa. The heatmap contains genes involved in membrane transport,
endocytosis, and membrane trafficking. Overall pathways involved in the first part of
endocytosis—uncoating and early endosomal sorting—are significantly upregulated
while genes responsible for late endosomal sorting are significantly downregulated.
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ABSTRACT
Symbiotic relationships enable life and diversity in situations where it would otherwise
be challenging or impossible. The high diversity of organisms in the tree of life have
supported a high diversity of parasites, but parasite biodiversity is not reflected in the
most studied parasite species. The model parasite species that have been established
belong to clades consisting exclusively of other parasites, have been parasitic over long
stretches of evolutionary time, and tend to be medically or agriculturally harmful. While
useful for studying the development of parasitic diseases and the host response to
infection, these models are not as well suited for investigating the evolution of parasitism
or the changes inherent to the transition from free-living to parasitic. In order to address
these challenges, parasites must be compared to closely related free-living organisms.
Parasitic red algae are the result of over a hundred independent evolutionary events
within the red algal class Florideophyceae. Each parasite infects a single free-living red
algal host, also within the Florideophyceae. These host-parasite pairs are phylogenetically
close, always infecting a host in the same family, but the vast majority are sister species
to their free-living host. With the first red algal parasites discovered in the mid-19th
century, there is over a hundred years of phylogenetic, evolutionary, and developmental
research forming a strong background for their use as model parasite species. Continued
investigations into the host response to infection and the parasite response to
environmental change will increase their value as a potential model system and contribute
to our understanding of early parasite evolution and adaptation to ecological variation.
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INTRODUCTION
No one organism lives in an isolated bubble. Whether they are simply neighbors, predator
or prey, symbionts, or host and parasite they represent the ecological mechanisms that
govern all life. Among the most intimate of these relationships is symbiosis, encapsulated
by everything from mutualism to parasitism. The vast majority of symbiotic relationships
are parasitic where one organism benefits at the expense of the other (Carlson et al.
2019). Found throughout the tree of life, parasitism has independently evolved hundreds
of times, resulting in a high diversity of forms, life cycles and hosts (Bass et al. 2015).
Parasites can be closely or distantly related to their host, pass through multiple hosts or
stick with just one, have a single stage or multiple stages in their life cycle, be solely
parasitic or transition between parasitic and free-living, and much more (Croll 1966).
More than just drains on their hosts, parasites can act as markers of ecosystem health,
serve as important regulators of the ecosystem, be used to study infection and defense
mechanisms, and investigate the process of transition from free-living to parasitic
(Thomas et al. 2005).
Extensively studied model organisms have long been used to understand aspects
of their development and functionality with the intention to better understand related
organisms. Model parasite species tend to be medically and agriculturally detrimental as
they are highly relevant to humans (Wilson 2005). As a result, the majority of model
parasites are well-established having switched to a parasitic lifestyle a long time ago. The
usefulness of parasite models is increased by the fact that many of them belong to
parasitic clades but complicated by their distantly related hosts and free-living relatives
(Janouškovec et al. 2015). Although model species are often simplified systems, several
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of these parasite species have complex life cycles that are dependent upon its ability to
find and develop in several potentially unrelated host species (Croll 1966). The
development of parasite models important to humans has limited the taxonomic diversity
of available models and focused on those deeply entrenched in the parasitic lifestyle.
These parasites cause problems worthy of being solved and are useful models, but these
already established models cannot be used to study all aspects of parasitism. Other
parasites will need to be used as models to investigate the early steps in the transition to
parasitism, the development of recent parasites, and the initial adaptations that enable a
successful infection.
Parasite diversity extends from single celled bacteria to complex multicellular
eukaryotes, but those that have recently evolved and have a close free-living relative are
hard to find. However, over one hundred of them have been found within the red algal
class Florideophyceae (Salomaki and Lane 2014, Preuss et al. 2017). Parasitic red algae
have independently evolved and infect a single closely related host—often within the
same genus or family (Salomaki and Lane 2014, E. D. Salomaki and Lane 2019).
Members of the Florideophyceae, both parasitic and free-living, form cytoplasmic
connections between daughter and neighboring cells termed pit connections. A result of
incomplete cytokinesis or cell fusion, the pit connection is sealed with a glycoprotein pit
plug (Pueschel and Cole 1982). Pit connections are essential to the development of a red
algal parasite infection as they are used by the parasite to infect their host (Goff and
Coleman 1984, Freese and Lane 2017). Parasitism in the red algae has mainly been
defined by the morphological features of infection, but radiolabeled carbon and molecular
data have confirmed the nutritional demands of some parasite species on their hosts
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(Setchell 1918, Goff 1976, 1982a). As we look to diversify the parasitic models we use,
red algal parasites will be a considerable asset due to their relatively recent evolution,
close relationships to free-living species, and simple developmental patterns. Past
research on evolution, host specificity, and development have set red algal parasites up to
be useful models for remaining questions on host responses to infection and ecosystem
impacts on their development.

PAST RESEARCH
Past research on evolution, host specificity, and development have set red algal parasites
up to be useful models for remaining questions on host responses to infection and
environmental effects on development. Studying parasite evolution requires the
comparison of parasites to free-living relatives or the comparison of free-living parasite
stages to other free-living organisms (Wakelin 1985). As most parasitic red algae infect
their closest relatives, which are free-living algae, they are ideal for analyzing the
morphological and molecular changes that occur when an organism becomes parasitic.
The findings of phylogenetic, evolutionary, and developmental research on red algal
parasites has uncovered some of the physical and molecular interactions between the
parasite and its host that result in a successful infection.
Much of red algal parasite research has been focused on their identification and
phylogenetic placement. The parasitic nature of the red algae was determined by a lack of
or decrease in pigmentation, a reduction in size, and the presence of pit connections
between host and parasite cells (Setchell 1918, Goff 1982). While over a hundred
different red algal parasite species have been described, only a few have been the subject
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of studies confirming reliance upon the host (Callow et al. 1979, Goff 1979b, Preuss et al.
2017). For the remaining red algal parasites, dependence on the host has been assumed
due to the parasites diminished pigmentation resulting in decreased photosynthetic
efficiency. As red algal parasites began to be discovered in the late 19th century, their
descriptions were based solely on their morphological features, which resulted in the
formation of many parasite only genera (Feldmann and Feldmann 1951b). Based on
similarities between host and parasite and the morphology of the parasite, red algal
parasites were categorized into adelphoparasites (closely related to their host) and
alloparasites (more distantly related to their host) (J. Feldmann and Feldmann 1958).
Phylogenetic analyes of one genus of red algal parasites, the adelphoparasites of
Asterocolax discovered unknown species diversity (Goff et al. 1997a, Freese and Lane in
review). Because of their morphological similarity, several Asterocolax species were
named Asterocolax gardneri, but studies of the ITS1, 5.8S, and ITS2 genes discovered
that in addition to infecting different hosts, they were molecularly distinct (Goff et al.
1997a, Freese and Lane in review). Additionally, these individual species were often
phylogenetically grouped with their host making the parasitic genus Asterocolax
polyphyletic. Nomenclatural revisions restored monophyly to the tree by moving the
parasites from a genus defined by parasitism to the one they phylogenetically belong to
(Freese & Lane in review). The centrality of morphological characteristics to red algal
parasite classification indicates that diminished species diversity and incorrect
phylogenetic placement will apply to many other red algal parasite genera. Other
phylogenetic analyses more clearly defined the red algal host-parasite relationship and
found that adelphoparasites are extremely closely related to their host where most belong
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to the same genus and that alloparasites, while more distantly related, infected hosts in
the same family (Salomaki and Lane 2019). The phylogenetic classification of the hostparasite relationship combined with other morphological and molecular differences
between parasites led to the recategorization of red algal parasites into neoplastic
parasites and archaeplastic parasites. Neoplastic parasites, formerly adelphoparasites,
arise from independent evolutionary events (Salomaki and Lane 2019). Conversely,
archaeplastic parasites, formerly alloparasites, form monophyletic clades, uncovering
speciation and independent evolution within the red algal parasites (Salomaki and Lane
2019). However, regardless of their relationship to others, all red algal parasites are still
closely related to numerous free-living organisms (Blouin and Lane 2015).
Parasitism has arisen thousands of times throughout the tree of life and hundreds
of times just among the red algae, but how did they evolve? Studies on red algal parasites
have led to two proposed methods of their evolution. The first involves a mutation in the
distinctive triphasic life cycle of Florideophyceae algae that led to a loss of
photosynthesis and a parasitic lifestyle (Blouin and Lane 2012). The carposporophyte is a
reproductive structure on Florideophyte algae where spermatia fertilizes the cystocarp
and diploid carpospores are produced. Should a lethal mutation occur the
carposporophyte, it may just continue to draw upon the nutritive cells surrounding it and
become parasitic (Blouin and Lane 2012). While there is a high level of morphological
similarity between the carposporophyte and the parasite body, the continuation of a
triphasic life cycle in the parasite suggests that parasite evolution using this mechanism
would require additional complex adaptations or mutations (Blouin and Lane 2012). The
second pathway to parasitism in the red algae involves the transition from a free-living
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alga, to an epiphytic one, to a parasitic one (Setchell 1918). Epiphytic algae have
penetrative filaments that attach it to its host (Garbary et al. 2014). Should an otherwise
fatal mutation occur to an epiphytic alga, the connection between the host and their
anchoring ramifications could rescue it and trigger its transition to parasitism. Even after
their transition to parasitism, red algal parasites were believed to continue evolving,
potentially infecting new hosts. Host jumping—the radiation of one parasite species onto
a second host—was first proposed by Goff et al. (1996). This mechanism attempted to
explain the evolution of archaeplastic parasites (previously alloparasites) as neoplastic
parasites (previously adelphoparasites) that “jumped” from host to host until they
infected a more distantly related host (Goff et al. 1996). While red algal parasitism was
once thought to exist on a gradient, the combination of phylogenetic, morphological, and
molecular data has shown neoplastic and archaeplastic parasites to be separate with
potentially different evolutionary pathways.
Parasite development relies upon numerous adaptations. Parasites need
mechanisms that help them enter host cells, avoid detection by the host, and establish a
source of nutrition. While these functions are often added to the parasite’s arsenal, they
also retain useful pathways and lose redundant genes that carried out functions now
performed by their host (Katinka et al. 2001, Archibald 2005). Most model parasite
species have biochemically and physiologically specialized and adapted to their hosts, but
red algal parasites have not undergone many notable physiological or genomic changes.
Unlike other parasite species, red algal parasites have not had to evolve a method for
entering the host cell. Incomplete cytokinesis between daughter cells forms primary pit
connections, but secondary pit connections are formed between adjacent non-daughter
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cells (Freese and Lane 2017). To enter the host, red algal parasites simply bud off an
intermediary cell that fuses with a host cell, forming a secondary pit connection (Goff
and Coleman 1987). Because pit connections are necessary for red algal parasites to enter
the host, they have not been found outside the Florideophyceae. Despite the ubiquitous
use of pit connections to infect their host, neoplastic and archaeplastic parasites have two
different approaches to spreading their infection. Neoplastic parasites directly infect the
host and moves into the host cell forming a heterokaryon (Goff and Zuccarello 1994).
The parasite nuclei replicate in the heterokaryon and are transported throughout the host
tissue using cellular fusion and pit connections (Goff and Coleman 1987). In neoplastic
parasites, only the reproductive spores exist independently of host cells. Genetically, the
spores contain a parasite nucleus and mitochondria and a host-derived plastid (Goff and
Coleman 1995). In archaeplastic parasites, filamentous cells grow between host cells and
form secondary pit connections with neighboring host cells (Goff and Zuccarello 1994).
Archaeplastic parasites have maintained their own nuclei, mitochondria, and plastid and
the external body of the parasite is composed mainly of individual parasite cells with a
few infected host cells (Salomaki et al. 2015, Salomaki and Lane 2019). The infected
host cells are both a source of nutrition for the parasite and essential for establishing a
nutrient gradient that will continue to fuel the parasite. In the archaeplastic parasite
Choreocolax polysiphoniae, the filamentous cells actively transport floridean starch from
infected Vertebrata lanosa cells using saccharide transporters and the endocytosis
pathway (Freese and Lane in prep). This creates a nutrient gradient between host cells
that leads to the transfer of metabolites from uninfected to infected V. lanosa cells. The
nutrient gradient enables V. lanosa to carry out necessary cellular functions and indirectly
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fuels parasite growth (Freese and Lane in prep). Without the establishment of a gradient,
the C. polysiphoniae infection would lead to localized cell death for infected V. lanosa
and an incomplete parasite lifecycle. The morphology of both neoplastic and
archaeplastic parasites, albeit reduced, remains similar enough to their free-living
counterparts that it was an important identifying characteristic (Setchell 1918, Feldmann
and Feldmann 1951b). While whole genome studies of red algal parasites are underway,
molecularly red algal hosts and parasites appear very similar. Currently, there is no
evidence for notable gene gain or loss associated with the transition to parasitism except
for the loss of photosynthesis and the associated machinery in red algal parasites
(Salomaki et al. 2015). Red algal parasites are a simplified parasite system. With only a
single host, a defined triphasic life cycle, limited genomic changes, and known
morphological patterns they are valuable tools for understanding the early adaptations
necessary for parasites.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Even with over a century of red algal parasite research, there are still noteworthy gaps in
our knowledge of these organisms. Often the role that the host and environment play in
the success of the infection is overlooked, which must be rectified if red algal parasites
are to be better understood and serve as useful model parasite species.
Red algal parasite research has generally made assumptions about the host, which
is unusual given its importance in the development of a successful parasite infection. The
parasitic nature of red algae is often determined by a lack of or decrease in pigmentation,
the presence of pit connections between host and parasite cells, and a reduction in size
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(Goff 1982). Some studies have confirmed that red algal parasites are nutritionally
dependent upon their host, but these have only been performed on a few species (Callow
et al. 1979, Goff 1979b). Due to red algal parasite diversity, the parasitic nature of each
species should be confirmed in order to understand what drives the infection, the
nutritional demands of the parasite, and the host’s role in the development of the parasite.
With so many independent evolutionary events, there may be just as many individual
drivers of parasitism. Some parasites are highly host specific, only infecting a single host
species, while other are more general and can infect several species (Wakelin 1985). Red
algal parasites are highly host specific, with each parasite infecting a single host species
(Preuss et al. 2017). Due to its high host specificity, identification of the parasite is often
aided by identification of the host. This host specificity may be a result of the
evolutionary pathway by which the parasite arose or be due to the host’s response to
infection. Depending on the host’s ability to detect invaders or defend itself using a
hypersensitive or immune response, the number of potential hosts for the parasite may be
reduced. Host specificity was studied on a few parasitic algal species and found that some
had multiple host species that were susceptible to the infection but were only found on
one host species in the field suggesting that there must be another factor determining host
range (Zuccarello and West 1994). Hypersensitive, chemical, and immune responses in
algae are broadly understood for bacterial or grazing stresses but have yet to be
investigated for their effects on red algal parasites (Bouarab et al. 2004, Weinberger
2007). Because red algal parasites are able to use the ubiquitous pit connection to infect
their Florideophyceaen hosts, cell wall defenses—like the concentration of H2O2 that is
used to deter grazing—are unlikely to be encountered. The most effective host defense
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likely occurs within the shared cytoplasm in infected cells. In infected Vertebrata lanosa,
the genes involved in ubiquitin mediated proteolysis were expressed to a greater extent
than in uninfected host (Freese & Lane in prep). The increased presence of this pathway
in infected host cells may be a response to the infection and an attempt to prevent it by
tagging and destroying parasite transcripts in infected tissue. Among the first
morphological changes in the host due to infection is the breakdown of the plastid (Goff
and Zuccarello 1994). The mechanisms that trigger plastid dedifferentiation are unknown,
but the process is initiated after the introduction of a foreign nucleus into the cell
(Koslowsky and Waaland 1987, Goff and Zuccarello 1994). This may be a host-induced
mechanism to prevent the growth and spread of the infection or be caused by the parasite
in order to establish a nutrient gradient. Highlighting parasite nuclear encoded plastid
genes with protein antibody staining would confirm the target for these transcripts and tis
potential role in the degradation of the host plastid. Aspects of the algal immune system,
how the host determines “self” from “other”, the potential for intraspecies variation, and
the adaptations of parasitic red algae may all play a role in determining host specificity
and the successful reproductive development of the parasite. For red algal parasites to
function as models for parasitism, both partners in the relationship must be considered.
Despite our best efforts, parasites don’t just exist in the laboratory. Factors
external to the host also affect the establishment, development, and reproduction of
parasites. These ecological variables impact both host and parasite, influencing nutrient
availability and growth rates (Thomas et al. 2005). The most important factor for the
continuation of the parasite is the availability of the host as its distribution determines the
maximum distribution of the parasite. For many species, long-term and short-term
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climatic changes are having profound impacts on their dispersion (Cizauskas et al. 2017).
Because studies of red algal parasites have primarily been focused on their identification,
description, and phylogenetic placement, only a handful have considered their
development or reliance upon their host (Goff 1976). Ecological studies of red algae have
been centered around free-living species, but the conclusions of this research are likely
complicated by the addition of a parasitic relationship and how the environment impacts
red algal parasites is wholly unknown. Gaining a basic understanding of the timing of
spore release, the rate of development, and the seasonality of the red algal parasite
infection are the next steps for expanding their usefulness as a model species. As the
climate changes, a combination of environmental conditions will affect parasite
establishment, development, and reproduction but we must first understand how each
individual circumstance influences the host and parasite. Parasitism requires the organism
to adapt not just to the host, but to the environment it finds itself in. In order to fully
comprehend parasite evolution and adaptation, we must remember to consider other
factors—namely the host and its environment—involved in parasite development.
Like all parasites, red algal parasites draw upon their hosts for nutrients, can be
highly host specific and have adapted—morphologically or genetically—to a parasitic
lifestyle. However, red algal parasites close relationship to a free-living host, both
physically and phylogenetically, enables morphological and molecular comparisons
between the two. Combined with its relatively recent evolution, red algal parasites are a
near perfect system for studying the earliest parts of the evolution and development of
parasitism. Despite the intricate triphasic life cycle of red algal parasites, their parasitic
life cycle is fairly uncomplicated—infecting and developing on one host from spore to
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reproductive parasite. In this streamlined infection, the modifications essential to the
transition from free-living to parasitic and the adaptations made in the earliest stages of
parasitism can be investigated without the complicated additions present in other model
parasites. A century’s worth of research has created a strong phylogenetic, evolutionary,
and developmental backbone for red algal parasites. Further incorporating studies on the
host and other ecological variables will only strengthen their functionality as a model
system for the earliest stages of parasitism.
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Supplemental Figure 1: Growth of C. polysiphoniae infections started from spores
released in the laboratory. Infections were maintained on a shaker in autoclaved seawater
with Provasoli’s nutrients at 12 ˚C with a 12:12 light:dark cycle. This graph shows the
highly consistent growth rate of the parasite (p = 3.4057 e -115, R2 =0.9818). n = 25.
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Supplemental Figure 2: Growth of C. polysiphoniae infections from field collected
samples. Infections were maintained on a shaker in autoclaved seawater with Provasoli’s
nutrients at 12 ˚C with a 12:12 light:dark cycle. The parasite develops at a highly regular
rate throughout the entirety of its infection allowing for size of the external parasite body
to be used as a proxy for age of the infection. n = 25.
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3

Supplemental Figure 3: Choreocolax polysiphoniae spores. The spores are spherical and
5 – 10 µm in diameter. Suspending mature C. polysiphoniae in a drop of seawater and
inverting it forces the release of spores in 12 – 48 hours. The spores are non-motile and
easily collected as they sink to the bottom of the droplet.
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Supplemental Figure 4: Effect of DESeq2 normalization on biological replicates. The input for DESeq2 is raw count data and is
normalized based on library size and potential biases in RNA composition—where small numbers of genes are highly expressed in
only one condition. Outliers were removed from downstream analyses using Cook’s distance. This compares gene counts between
samples not between replicates.
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Supplemental Figure 5: Effect of DESeq2 normalization on biological replicates. DESeq2 normalizes raw count data based on library
size and potential biases in RNA composition by taking small numbers of genes that are highly expressed in a single condition into
effect. DESeq2 compares gene counts between samples not between replicates. Outliers were determined using Cook’s distance and
removed from downstream analyses.

